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ABSTRACT 

 If you have spent any amount of time in the United States, you have certainly 

encountered the frenzied culture around professionalized sports. Attending a game, you have 

likely engaged in some participatory music-making through chanting, cheering, or singing, 

but have you ever stopped to ponder why and how that music-making works? Association 

football (soccer) fans around the world chant together as a means of establishing a game day 

atmosphere as well as to proclaim their collective identity as members of an exclusive group. 

Aiming to explore this relationship between communal music-making, collective identity, 

and the establishment of a sporting culture, this thesis focuses on the Kansas City-based 

Major League Soccer franchise, Sporting Kansas City, and their section of ultras called “The 

Cauldron.” In a season defined by flexible scheduling and stadiums operating at a reduced 

capacity, the seeds of this established fraternity continued to breathe life, working tirelessly 

to keep Sporting Kansas City’s trademark atmosphere alive and well. Through the collection 

and analysis of audio data, immersive first-hand observations, one-on-one interviews, and 

secondary research and theory review, this thesis answers the questions: What can we learn 

about the community within The Cauldron through their chant repertoire and music-making? 
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How does the global exchange of music show us what aspects of music are important to 

soccer fans? And what can music usage tell us about the American sporting culture at large?  
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Chapter 1 – A Beautiful Sound in the Beautiful Game 

 

Kansas City has a sporting culture all its own, marked by the traits that have come to 

represent its citizens over time. Equal parts modest and beaming with pride, Kansas Citians 

represent this former Westward trail junction with an eagerness that is truly contagious. 

People young and old don KC-emblazoned attire and bond over their favorite barbecue, 

setting the stage for a community always willing to embrace organizations similarly branded 

with the iconic KC. For nearly thirty years, Kansas City had, primarily, been a two-sport 

town, doggedly supporting the National Football League’s Kansas City Chiefs and Major 

League Baseball’s Kansas City Royals.1 The United States Soccer Federation’s successful 

bid for the hosting rights to the 1994 FIFA (Fédération Internationale de Football 

Association) World Cup over candidates with significantly more storied pasts in the sport 

came with an intent to continue American growth of the game known globally as football, 

and domestically as soccer. The most tangible biproduct of this growth was the formation of 

a domestic league – Major League Soccer. A viable league that nurtures both domestic and 

foreign talent is arguably the hallmark of any nation with a burgeoning soccer culture. On 

June 6, 1995, Kansas City’s athletics family grew by one as Major League Soccer announced 

Kansas City as one of the league’s ten charter members.2 In the twenty-five years that have 

passed since the Kansas City Wiz, as the franchise was originally known, kicked off their 

 
1 Kansas City was the home to a National Basketball Association franchise from 1972-1985 
that relocated to Sacramento, California, and a National Hockey League franchise from 
1974-1976 that relocated to Denver, Colorado. 
 
2 “Historical Timeline,” Sporting Kansas City, February 18, 2021, 
https://www.sportingkc.com/alltime/team/timeline. 
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inaugural season, the league has shown consistent growth on both macro and micro levels.3 

The league has experienced exponential growth in terms of the number of franchises, and the 

valuation of these assets continues to increase.4 Additionally, Major League Soccer continues 

to make strides towards a stable system of domestic youth development with every franchise 

operating some form of a development academy (although some franchises approach youth 

development more eagerly than others).5 The roots of soccer culture are firmly implanted in 

American soil and fertilized with characteristics from European and Latin subcultures, a 

mixture which bears fruit in Kansas City’s raucous bastion of soccer, Children’s Mercy Park. 

The home of the franchise now known as Sporting Kansas City, Children’s Mercy Park is a 

reminder of how deeply soccer culture has taken hold in the United States. Affectionately 

known to the supporters as the “Blue Hell,” Children’s Mercy Park is a soccer-specific 

stadium constructed with the cultivation of a sporting culture in mind, including a designated 

section that houses Sporting Kansas City’s official supporter’s organization, “The Cauldron.” 

 
3 Originally known as the Kansas City Wiz, the franchise rebranded as the Kansas City 
Wizards after only one year. 
 
4 Charlotte FC, Major League Soccer’s 30th franchise, paid an expansion fee reported to be 
around $325 million, a 62.5% increase from the fee paid by the expansion franchise in St. 
Louis announced only a few months earlier. 
 
Cassandra Negley, “Charlotte’s MLS expansion fee reportedly a record $325M – two-thirds 
more than recent expansions,” Yahoo!, December 16, 2019, 
https://sports.yahoo.com/charlotte-will-reportedly-become-30th-mls-franchise-for-record-
325-m-twothirds-more-than-recent-expansions-212710659.html.  
 
5 Sam Stejskal and Paul Tenorio, “After Development Academy’s demise, MLS and others 
will seek to fill the void,” The Athletic, April 15, 2020, 
https://theathletic.com/1750302/2020/04/15/after-development-academys-demise-mls-and-
others-will-seek-to-fill-the-void/. 
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Modeled after the barra bravas of South America and the ultras of Europe, The 

Cauldron is an organized collection of Sporting Kansas City fans who whole-heartedly 

embrace the role of participant within the context of a game of soccer rather than that of 

spectator.6 Much like how a goalie protects the goal, a wingback barrels up and down their 

respective flank, and a striker takes on the onus of scoring goals, members of The Cauldron 

provide encouragement for the Sporting Kansas City players while simultaneously creating 

an intimidating environment for the opponent.7 Adopting traditions from nations with more 

storied histories in the game, The Cauldron proudly stands for the vast majority of the game, 

clad in Sporting Kansas City regalia and donning thematic scarves while shouting and 

singing coordinated chants, often aided by ample libations. The atmosphere fostered by 

supporter’s groups like The Cauldron is central to a professional soccer team’s sporting 

culture. Their traditions become synonymous with the club on a national stage, often being 

the subject of television broadcasts and soccer folklore.  

Traditions are born and spread through athletic exchanges where they then germinate 

into regional traditions all their own. Take, for example, the Viking Thunder Clap 

 
6 David Goldblatt’s The Age of Football: Soccer and the 21st Century provides interesting 
insight into the inner workings of these traditions in Chapters 3 and 4. Additionally, I found 
Eduardo Herrera’s article “Masculinity, Violence, and Deindividuation in Argentine Soccer 
Chants: The Sonic Potentials of Participatory Sounding-in-Synchrony” and Max Jack’s 
ethnography “On the Terrace: Ritual Performance of Identity and Conflict by the Shamrock 
Rovers Football Club Ultras in Dublin” both useful in shedding light on two fanatical case 
studies. See: David Goldblatt, The Age of Football, Soccer and the 21st Century (New York, 
NY: W.W. Norton & Company, 2019); Eduardo Herrera, “Masculinity, Violence, and 
Deindividuation in Argentine Soccer Chants: The Sonic Potentials of Participatory Sounding-
in-Synchrony,” Ethnomusicology vol. 62, no. 3 (Fall 2018); and Max Jack, “On the Terrace: 
Ritual Performance of Identity and Conflict by the Shamrock Rovers Football Club Ultras in 
Dublin,” Ethnomusicology Review vol. 18 (2013). 
 
7 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020 
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popularized by the Icelandic National Football Team during their fairytale run in the 2016 

UEFA European Football Championship in France. While praise was heaped justifiably upon 

the minnow association’s unlikely victory over England in the knockout rounds, it was the 

coordinated clap accompanying a unison, guttural “Huh!” that captivated neutrals – fans with 

no specific team affiliation at stake – across the world.8 This particular tradition was not, as 

the name implies, Viking in origin but was imported from Scotland’s Motherwell F.C.9 As 

the story goes, fans of the Icelandic team Stjarnan became enamored with the chant after 

seeing Motherwell fans engaging in the ritual during a Europa Cup match between the two 

teams. Following Iceland's successful European campaign, seeds of the Viking Thunder Clap 

began to flower across the world, notably with the National Football League’s Minnesota 

Vikings.10 Another example of the cross-pollination of soccer supporters’ traditions can be 

found in the popularization of Gerry and the Pacemakers’ cover of the Rodgers and 

Hammerstein hit song “You’ll Never Walk Alone” from the musical Carousel. Sung 

religiously by members of Liverpool F.C.’s supporters stand, The Kop, “You’ll Never Walk 

Alone” became an anthem that aptly expressed the sense of separation between Liverpool 

and England as a whole. Despite becoming synonymous with Liverpool F.C., this tradition 

has been adopted across the world with as many as fifty-two additional teams having used 

 
8 Iceland Celebrations vs England in Full: Slow Hand Clap, YouTube, 2016, 
https://youtu.be/PVq0Mrmezpl. 
 
9 “Iceland? Motherwell? Lens? Where Did the ‘Thunderclap’ Originate? | The Knowledge,” 
The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, July 13, 2016), 
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jul/13/iceland-motherwell-lens-where-did-the-
thunderclap-originate. 
 
10 Gjallarhorn, Skol Chant Fire Up Fans Pregame, YouTube, 2017, 
https://youtu.be/GjKNtOzNQbQ. 
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“You’ll Never Walk Alone” as a fan chant at some point in time.11 Analysis of the communal 

traditions of a dedicated fan group, including participatory chanting, cheering, and singing, 

can offer telling insight into the community itself. Furthermore, these findings may present 

information that can be extrapolated to American sporting culture at large. 

Athletic competition, whether professional or amateur, is an omnipresent aspect of 

world culture. It stands to reason that the pageantry accompanying sports would provide a 

window into the hearts of these communities and the accumulation of cross-disciplinary data 

would aid in understanding how different groups of people embody their respective athletic 

affiliations. While exploring related research and similar ethnographies, I encountered 

several scholars, specializing in a variety of disciplines, whose research centered on similar 

overarching questions and themes. It was through this analysis that I found myself 

continually intrigued, and ultimately, inspired to investigate similar ideas while exploring my 

own regional identity. Prior to conducting any research, while this paper was a mere 

collection of fragmented thoughts, I read the book The Age of Football: Soccer and the 21st 

Century by British sports journalist and sociologist David Goldblatt. A global exploration of 

the world’s game, this book provided a look at the interdisciplinary possibilities within the 

realm of sport. Professional and homegrown sports do not exist within a vacuum. Rather, 

they are billboards for the communities in which they are rooted, imbued with characteristics 

of the surrounding social, political, and economic climates. Goldblatt explores this idea on a 

continental level, looking at case studies across the world to gauge the health of a region’s 

soccer culture on a commercial and grassroots level. Chapter 6 of Goldblatt’s book is titled 

 
11 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “‘Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and 
identity in football chants and fandom,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 128. 
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“Trouble in Paradise: Football in the Americas” and focuses on CONCACAF (Confederation 

of North, Central America, and Caribbean Association Football).12 Within this chapter he 

repeatedly touches on the continued growth of soccer throughout the United States since the 

establishment of Major League Soccer in 1994, but I was left wondering what a deeper 

interdisciplinary, and specifically musicological, look at American soccer culture could 

reveal.  

Pieter Schoonderwoerd’s 2011 article “Shall We Sing a Song for You?: Mediation, 

Migration and Identity in Football Chants and Fandom” seeks to employ a multidimensional 

reading of the football chant in order to provide context surrounding the chant’s role in 

regional fandom. Schoonderwoerd compares the creative chant tradition of Europe with the 

more regimented, guttural phrases of America, before investigating specific British chants 

through a contextualized lens and addressing the impacts of globalization on the sport. Dr. 

Jorge Knijnik conducted two years of ethnographic fieldwork in preparation for their 2018 

article “Imagining a Multicultural Community in an Everyday Football Carnival: Chants, 

Identity, and Social Resistance on Western Sydney Terraces,” by immersing themselves in 

the fan culture of the Western Sydney Wanderers. Within this all-encompassing look at 

Australian fandom, Knijnik conducts analysis of the club’s chant repertoire seeking to draw a 

connection between fans’ communal music-making and the region’s multicultural identity. 

Knijnik ultimately seeks to situate Western Sydney’s traditions within the context of Sydney 

and greater Australia. Meri Kytö’s research centered on the acoustic community of Istanbul-

based Beşiktaş J.K., culminating in the 2011 article “We Are the Rebellious Voice of the 

 
12 David Goldblatt, The Age of Football, Soccer and the 21st Century (New York, NY: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2019), 369. 
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Terraces, We Are Çarşı: Constructing a Football Supporter Group Through Sound.” Using an 

interdisciplinary lens, Kytö looks at the soundscape as a whole to draw conclusions about a 

regional fan group’s identity within their shared spaces. Finally, Max Jack’s detailed 2013 

ethnography “On the Terrace: Ritual Performance of Identity and Conflict by the Shamrock 

Rovers Football Club Ultras in Dublin” provides an immersive look at a fiercely loyal 

community of ultras and their utilization of participatory music-making to create the best 

gameday atmosphere possible. 

Furthermore, an exploration of fan studies – specifically how sports clubs contribute 

to the establishment and expression of collective fan identities – led me to the anthology 

“The Role of Sports in the Formation of Personal Identities: Studies in Community 

Loyalties.” Nestled among this collection were two chapters concerning soccer that informed 

my interpretation of identity expression and resultant conclusions, namely Joel Rookwood’s 

chapter on identity and civic loyalty at Liverpool F.C., and Sean Afnán Morrissey’s chapter 

inquiring about violence and competing masculinities within the game. 

Within these studies, the notion that supporter-led fan chants contribute to the 

regional identity of a team’s sporting culture was a consistent theme across the geographic 

and economic divides. For each individual club, scholars saw the supporter’s groups as 

strongholds for producing a lively gameday atmosphere, establishing an easily identifiable 

sonic community committed to the same general goals, and representing the locality with a 

level of self-diagnosed authenticity. For cities with multiple clubs, the teams became a 

neighborhood identifier, providing a tangible badge for regional pride. Whether in Great 

Britain, Australia, Turkey, the Republic of Ireland, or even the United States, the sporting 

culture around soccer teams allows for the creation of a rich bank of communal music-
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making in which the hypermasculinity surrounding typical sports fandom is often eschewed 

in favor of participatory singing, chanting, and cheering in an exclusive group. 

Despite the tremendous efforts of the above scholars, I found a lacuna in analyses of 

supporter’s groups from soccer teams based in the Untied States. The focus on European and 

South American locales is understandable on a historical level, as a vast majority clubs from 

these areas have far deeper roots than the clubs of Major League Soccer. Furthermore, the 

establishment of fan culture that is built on clever chants is aided in many European nations 

by the proximity of clubs to one another. A typical top-flight match in England will see a 

sizeable contingent of centralized opposing fans in a designated “away” section, with the 

contingencies using chants to bait one another.13 During the 2020-21 Premier League season, 

the farthest distance between two teams was roughly 344 miles (Brighton & Hove Albion to 

Newcastle United F.C.), a drive that can be made in under six hours. 14 There is not a single 

opponent located within 344 miles of Kansas City, with the closest opponent being 

Minnesota United F.C. at approximately 452 miles away.15 Additionally, the segmented 

game action of the big three American sports (gridiron football, baseball, and basketball) as 

well as a reliance on marching bands in American prep sports fundamentally alters the type 

of music expected at sporting events in the United States.16 Despite these hindrances, soccer 

 
13 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “’Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and 
identity in football chants and fandom,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 121. 
 
14 All distances and travel times calculated using Google Maps. 
 
15 A Major League Soccer franchise has been awarded to St. Louis, Missouri, for 2023 which 
will become the closest potential opponent at 262 miles. 
 
16 Schoonderwoerd, “’Shall we sing a song for you?’” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 
(January 2011): 122. 
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culture continues to bloom within the United States and, as its popularity grows, supporter’s 

groups continue to develop their own traditions embodying the inherited traditions imported 

from Europe and South America, as well as the distinctly American traits transferred from 

other professional sports arenas.  

This scholarly lacuna provided a potential avenue for exploration within a burgeoning 

athletic tradition in the United States. Aiming to explore this relationship between communal 

music-making, collective identity, and the establishment of a sporting culture, this thesis 

focuses on Sporting Kansas City and their section of super fans, The Cauldron. In chapter 

two, “The Cauldron Casts Its Spell: A Repertoire of Chants,” I detail the ethnographic work 

that I conducted amongst The Cauldron during the 2020 Major League Soccer Season. 

Chapter three, “Music-Making in a Most Unusual Space,” I explore the relationship between 

communal music-making and American professional sports. Finally, chapter four, “No Place 

We’d Rather Be: Music-Making and Fan Culture,” is an investigation of the process of using 

music-making to develop a representative fan culture. An appendix is included at the end of 

thesis consisting of charts displaying quantitative elements of the Sporting Kansas City 

gameday experience such as chant composition and frequency. Through the collection and 

analysis of audio data, immersive first-hand observations, one-on-one interviews, and 

secondary research and theory review, this thesis answers the questions: What can we learn 

about the community within The Cauldron through their chant repertoire and music-making? 

How does the global exchange of music show us what aspects of music are important to 

soccer fans? And what can music usage tell us about the American sporting culture at large? 
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Chapter 2 – The Cauldron Casts Its Spell: A Repertoire of Chants 

 

I was not always as enamored with the world’s game as I am today. As a child I 

played about every sport offered in my community, devoting most of my time towards 

baseball. I am a native of Kansas City, having grown-up a fan of all the city’s athletic 

offerings. I attended my first game of the then-named Kansas City Wizards when I was in 

elementary school with a group of friends, but the 2010 FIFA World Cup was the catalyst 

that cemented my soccer fandom.1 Up until that point I would have been defined as a casual 

fan, taking in soccer when I could, but not devoting any significant level of myself to the 

culture. In 2010, I was simultaneously smitten by the pageantry – the blocks of adoring fans, 

the beautiful intermingling of varied cultures united by sport, even the pulsating ring 

(centered somewhere vaguely close to Bb) of the now-infamous vuvuzela – as well as the in-

game tactics, which struck me as enchantingly chess-like.2 My love for international soccer 

continued to grow post-2010, but it was the title-winning campaign of 2013 that reignited my 

relationship with Sporting Kansas City. That team displayed a character and guile that was 

infectious for a fan ready to fall in love again. I rarely miss a game, attending a handful every 

season and taking in the rest from the comfort of my home. The experience never 

disappoints, even in defeat, and my soccer fandom has only grown stronger through the 

years. I found myself happily positioned in the intersection of music and sport with a loosely 

defined task at hand. Broadly speaking, I hoped to capture a snapshot of American soccer 

 
1 The games between South Africa and Mexico, Cameroon and Japan, as well as the 
Netherlands and Brazil stick out vividly in my memory because of the fans’ palpable energy. 
 
2 Vuvuzela sound at Cape Town Stadium- world cup 2010, YouTube, 2011, 
https://youtu.be/bKCIFXqhLzo. 
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culture in 2020 within the confines of Sporting Kansas City’s designated supporter’s group, 

The Cauldron, while drawing attention to the aspects of communal music-making that are 

central to how said culture functions. 

At the time of my first visit, circa 2000, the Wizards played in Arrowhead Stadium, 

the gargantuan home of the National Football League’s Kansas City Chiefs. I continued to 

casually follow the franchise as they changed stadiums from one side of the Missouri/Kansas 

state line to the other, endured the inevitable ebb and flow of on-field success associated with 

a salary-capped league, and underwent an initially polarizing rebrand. As the years 

progressed, Major League Soccer made concerted efforts to adopt practices of marquee 

foreign leagues in a bid to increase legitimacy on the global scene. Some changes were in the 

league’s nomenclature such as rebranding teams from the traditional American format of 

location plus nickname to a foreign format emphasizing the people the team represents. The 

Dallas Burn became F.C. Dallas, Real Salt Lake was unveiled as an expansion franchise,3 

and even the Kansas City Wizards – the name an ode to the classic 1939 film, The Wizard of 

Oz – became Sporting Kansas City. Another drive towards the Europeanization of the league 

was in the push for franchises to own and operate their own soccer-specific stadiums.4 These 

stadiums would be designed for a soccer audience with, generally speaking, more intimate 

settings and dimensions set for a soccer field. A distinctly European feature of Sporting 

 
3 F.C. stands for “football club,” referencing the global name for the sport, and “Real” is the 
Spanish word for “royal,” a moniker used by prominent Spanish clubs such as Real Madrid, 
Real Betis, Real Sociedad, Real Club Celta de Vigo, Real Mallorca, and Real Valladolid. 
 
4 Matt Pollard, “MLS 3.0: Evolution of the Soccer-Specific Stadium,” Last Word on Sports, 
March 21, 2017, https://lastwordonsports.com/2015/03/13/mls-3-0-evolution-of-the-soccer-
specific-stadium/. 
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Kansas City’s current soccer-specific stadium, Children’s Mercy Park, is the inclusion of an 

insulated general admission seating section designated as the home of The Cauldron (see 

figure 2.1).5 

  

Figure 2.1. – Children’s Mercy Park, home of Sporting Kansas City 

 

 

Outfitted with metal bleachers rather than constructed seats, situated a mere sixteen 

feet from the field, and featuring a straight path to nearby beverage stations, this supporters 

stand was clearly designed to accommodate fans eager to play their part in the overall 

sporting construct. These fans, known collectively as The Cauldron, represent a metropolitan 

area that straddles two states and serve as the official fan group within Children’s Mercy 

Park. As stated by co-founder Sam Pierron, “What is now ‘The Cauldron’ got its start as ‘The 

Mystics,’ a random collection of people who met via the old North American Soccer mailing 

 
5 “Children’s Mercy Park,” SeatGeek, https://seatgeek.com/venues/children-s-mercy-
park/seating-chart. 
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list.”6 This loose collection of individuals and independent supporter’s clubs has grown and 

united under the umbrella of The Cauldron, committing to work together in order to foster a 

raucous atmosphere within Children’s Mercy Park. The Cauldron continues to grow – as of 

March 2021, the Facebook group stood at 8,352 members – and eagerly welcomes new 

members regardless of previous soccer experience. 

It is within the welcoming metal bleachers of Children’s Mercy Park that I sought to 

capture my snapshot of communal music-making within soccer culture. The idea behind the 

accumulation of data was simple enough. I would need to position a recording device at 

field-level pointed towards the subjects providing the audio data, in this case the members of 

The Cauldron, for the duration of multiple Sporting Kansas City matchdays. While making 

these recordings, I would also physically integrate myself amongst the members of The 

Cauldron, keeping a written log of all communal music-making that occurred during the 

same time frame. It must be stated that, like every other aspect of human life, my collection 

of audio data was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Upon resumption of Major League 

Soccer games being staged in home markets, Wyandotte County, which houses Children’s 

Mercy Park in Kansas City, Kansas, announced enhanced safety measures that included a 

reduced capacity of 14% (roughly 2,585 spectators), social distancing guidelines, and 

mandatory face coverings.7 These safety measures, while wholly necessary for public health, 

 
6 Sam Pierron, “We Have Been Here Since the Start,” KC Cauldron, 
https://www.kccauldron.com/about-kc-cauldron/history/. 
 
7 Sam Kovzan, “Sporting KC Releases Schedule for First Phase of Continued MLS Regular 
Season, Announces Plan for Reduced-Capacity Home Matches at Children’s Mercy Park,” 
Sporting Kansas City, August 8, 2020, 
https://www.sportingkc.com/post/2020/08/08/sporting-kc-releases-schedule-first-phase-
continued-mls-regular-season-announces. 
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are antithetical to what The Cauldron strives to be. The Cauldron’s President, Josue Molina, 

told me that “with the way that The Cauldron is, it is literally the opposite of everything that 

COVID restrictions want us to do, like we want to stand shoulder to shoulder with each 

other, we want to yell, we want to be in each other’s personal space.”8 

These restrictions create a scenario in which The Cauldron is functioning, but 

certainly not at its optimal level. The Cauldron would still have a vocal presence within the 

soundscape of the live event, chants would still be sung, traditions upheld, but at a fraction of 

the standard decibel. Nevertheless, I felt strongly that much could be learned from my 

focused study. 

For the recording, I mounted a standard iPhone on a tripod and plugged a ShurePlus 

MV88 MOTIV iOS Mid-Side Stereo Condenser Microphone into the Lightning connector. 

Following some solo experimentation, I settled on the “Loud” preset mode which is 

described as optimum for live performance and louder sources. Following the acquisition of 

the proper recording equipment came the pursuit of the necessary permissions and assistance 

from Sporting Kansas City. I reached out via telephone to several staff members and 

eventually found my way to the Senior Director of Stadium Operations, Josh Blackford. 

During a short meeting in early October, I was able to explain the scope and purpose of my 

thesis while emphasizing how non-invasive the data collection process would be. Blackford 

was receptive to the proposal and arranged for the issuance of credentials for Sporting 

Kansas City’s remaining regular season matchdays along with their first-round playoff 

match. Credentials were not issued for Sporting Kansas City’s playoff quarterfinal due to the 

increase in Major League Soccer’s oversight of credentialing and field access for national 

 
8 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
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television broadcasts. The credentials waived my ticket fee while granting me field access for 

the purposes of setting up my tripod and recorder prior to players coming out of the locker 

room and retrieving said equipment after the players had vacated the field. I was able to 

capture audio data at the following matches in the Fall of 2020: October 11th against 

Nashville SC, October 24th against the Colorado Rapids, and November 22nd against the San 

Jose Earthquakes. A fourth match against Minnesota United FC was cancelled due to 

COVID-related issues amongst Minnesota’s first team.9 

Arriving at Children’s Mercy Park prior to any fans rushing through the turnstiles and 

eagerly claiming their unofficial spot within The Cauldron provided me within an 

unexpectedly beautiful baseline of relative nothingness. The minutes I had sitting in the 

empty stadium listening to the wind whipping through the rows of seats, the click of the 

sprinklers dampening the pitch, and the gentle rumble of distant vehicles and gathering 

spectators only served to heighten the excitement of the impending match and its more 

coordinated soundscape. As part of the set-up process, I arrived at the stadium roughly two 

hours before kick-off. Arriving at this time allowed me to complete the required COVID-19 

protocols, collect my credentials, and situate my equipment on the field prior to any players 

emerging from their locker room.  

Gates opened to ticketholders ninety minutes prior to the scheduled kick-off, 

signaling the beginning of the matchday. As the first waves of spectators entered the stadium, 

so too came the thundering PA system replete with Top-40 pop and rock hits and the 

 
9 Sam Kovzan, “MLS Announces Cancellation of Sporting KC’s Regular Season Home 
Finale vs. Minnesota United FC,” Sporting Kansas City, October 31, 2020, 
https://www.sportingkc.com/post/2020/10/31/mls-announces-cancellation-sporting-kc-s-
regular-season-home-finale-vs-minnesota. 
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enthusiastic gesticulations of Sporting Kansas City’s emcee, Hartzell Gray. Gray is an 

established broadcast personality in Kansas City, contributing to local radio and hosting the 

KC Morning Show podcast, in addition to his responsibilities at Children’s Mercy Park. The 

atmosphere was upbeat and signaled the impending party-like vibe commonly associated 

with American professional and professionalized sports. This undercurrent of anticipation 

was supported by the House music selections made by Sporting Kansas City’s disc jockey 

located in the stadium’s northeast corner. The ninety minutes of pregame merged ambient 

stadium sounds and the powerful PA system as members of The Cauldron continued to filter 

into the stadium, each group of fans claiming their cordoned off six-foot section. 

Approximately five minutes prior to kick-off, the loudspeaker-lead introduction, 

featuring The Rolling Stones’ hit Paint It Black, crescendoed to the line-up announcements 

and carefully crafted hype video that, in effect, passed the baton of gameday aural 

governance to The Cauldron. The PA system continued to play an auxiliary role throughout 

the game, offering aural blips of celebration, such as the use of the 1998 Vengaboys hit “We 

Like to Party!” following Sporting Kansas City goals, and regional pride, as exhibited by the 

postgame playing of Trampled Under Foot’s cover of Fats Domino’s “Kansas City.” When 

the baton was briefly given back to the PA system, The Cauldron was freed to express their 

energy in an informal and uncoordinated manner. 

The communal music-making orchestrated by The Cauldron fell into three basic 

categories: rehearsed rhythmic chants, rehearsed melodic chants, (both of which were 

composed ahead of the gameday and typically adapted from existing material), and 

impromptu chants (which are simpler in construction and created in response to real-time 

game activity, either positive or negative). Each of these categories played a significant role 
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in establishing the general ambiance of Children’s Mercy Park in addition to supplying the 

ammunition necessary to support a coordinated cheering section free of the hooliganism that 

often plagues worldwide soccer fandom.10  

Over the course of my research, I tracked twenty recurring chants, some purely 

rhythmic, while others had a melodic component, in addition to a handful of simpler 

impromptu chants. Chants in The Cauldron are led by a “capo” who directs the sea of fans, 

keeping the section’s energy level high, and choosing the next chant in the pseudo-orchestra's 

gameday sequence.11 During the time of my research, the mantle of Sporting Kansas City’s 

capo was taken up by The Cauldron’s president, Josue Molina. In pre-COVID seasons, the 

capo role was shared by a group of long-serving fans, allowing the responsibility to not rest 

solely on one individual’s shoulders. While not a universally adopted practice amongst Major 

League Soccer franchises, Sporting Kansas City’s capo is an essential, if often thankless, job. 

The coordination facilitated by the capo allows for a more organized form of communal 

fandom. Professional soccer in the United States does not employ cheerleaders and expansive 

marching bands, as in American collegiate sports, nor do they rely on full volume, pre-

recorded chants and songs being played over the PA system. In the absence of these systems 

of organization, the capo fills the void, steering a shipload of emotional fans towards a 

unified front. Aiding in the capo’s effort of coordination is an enthusiastic and metronomic 

 
10 Rebecca Gillie, “The rise and fall of English football hooliganism,” The Week, June 6, 
2019, https://www.theweek.co.uk/101607/the-rise-and-fall-of-english-football-hooliganism. 
 
11 According to David Goldblatt, early American soccer fandom was closely aligned with 
Italian ultras tradition. Historically, the term “capo” has referred to powerful crime bosses, 
but came to also refer to the individual leading and coordinating chants in Italian supporter’s 
groups. 
 
Goldblatt, The Age of Football, 393. 
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rhythm section. During the time I observed The Cauldron, their rhythm section was reduced 

to a bass drum and snare drum as a result of complications created by COVID-19, but it 

would typically include additional marching-style drums as well as a trumpet and trombone. 

This miniature pep band serves as The Cauldron’s rapidly beating pulse, never allowing the 

section to diminish into quiet indifference. Armed with drumsticks and a megaphone, the 

capo and their drumming lieutenants loudly lead The Cauldron for the next ninety – and in 

one case, 120 – minutes of game time.12 

The first category of chants I documented were a series of rhythmic chants. These 

chants were typically shorter in length and were constructed so they could be looped multiple 

times in a row. In several of these rhythmic chants the drums participated in a call-and-

response with the fans. As the players made their ceremonial way out of the tunnel on their 

way to the field, they were greeted by a two-bar chant, doubled by the rhythm section, ending 

with an energetic “Sporting!” (see figure 2.2). This brief chant is simultaneously simple 

enough to be easily copied by the large group and driving enough to carry an impact again 

and again. For this reason, it was easily the most common chant employed each gameday.  

Figure 2.2. – Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “Sporting!”  

  

 
12 A typical ninety-minute soccer game in the Major League Soccer regular season that ended 
with both teams scoring the same number of goals would result in a tie, securing one point 
for each team towards their regular season record. Games in the playoffs that end in a tie are 
followed by an additional thirty-minute period of extra time. In the event that a winner does 
not emerge over the course of 120 minutes, the game is decided through a series of one-on-
one penalty kicks. Sporting Kansas City’s playoff game against the San Jose Earthquakes on 
November 22, 2020 went a full 120 minutes before being won via penalty kicks. 
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Immediately following the player walkout was a celebration of Sporting Kansas 

City’s community initiative known as The Victory Project.13 The organization is committed 

to providing assistance to children battling cancer and children with disabilities in addition to 

increasing the accessibility of soccer to children with limited financial resources. Prior to the 

start of every home game, the club takes a moment to acknowledge a child impacted by 

cancer as part of an expansive gameday experience in a tradition dating back to 2013.14 

Accompanying the acknowledgement of The Victory Project’s honoree is a powerfully 

straightforward chant, one-bar in length and repeated multiple times (see figure 2.3). The 

chant is amended each game to adopt the rhythmic structure of the honoree’s name as the 

entire supporters stand turns and faces the northwest corner, chanting directly to the child and 

their guests. The Cauldron takes an understandable level of pride in their support of The 

Victory Project and contributing to the project through various fundraisers. Molina sums up 

The Cauldron’s love of The Victory Project adeptly, stating “...the fact that Sporting [Kansas 

City] right off the bat, from when we opened the stadium, was doing this was incredible. 

Like, I thought it was the coolest thing and made our stadium unique in that sense with 

honoring some child who is battling some sort of illness.”15  

 

 

 

 
13 A full overview of The Victory Project and their exceptional work can be found at 
https://www.victorykc.org/. 
 
14 “Honorees,” Victory KC, accessed March 31, 2021, https://www.victorykc.org/honorees. 
 
15 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
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Figure 2.3. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “Victory Project”  

  

 

 

The final Cauldron-led tradition prior to kick-off was the first utterance of the now-

widely known “I Believe” chant (see figure 2.4),16 which came to prominence amongst fans 

following the United States Men’s National Soccer Team’s run in the 2014 FIFA World 

Cup.17 A standard call-and-response structure between a call leader and all participating fans, 

the chant builds upon itself until the culminating bar which is vigorously repeated through 

the whistle signaling the beginning of play.  

Figure 2.4. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “I Believe”  

  

 

 

 
16 Michelle R. Martinelli, “Navy Students Started ‘I Believe That We Will Win’ Chant,” 
USA Today (Gannett Satellite Information Network, December 9, 2017), 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ftw/2017/12/09/how-2-naval-academy-students-
started-the-famous-i-believe-that-we-will-win-chant/108465568. 
 
17 I Believe That WE Will Win! – USA Commercial World Cup 2014 (ESPN), YouTube, 2014, 
https://youtu.be/7bz6UMwCquM. 
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These first three rhythmic chants occupy a consistent place within the chant repertoire 

of Sporting Kansas City. “Sporting!” is typically one of the first chants used to rev The 

Cauldron’s engines, often accompanying the players emerging from the tunnel; the “Victory 

Project Chant” understandably is employed when recognizing the Victory Project’s honoree; 

and “I Believe” is the old standby to signal the start of both the game, and the fans’ role in 

assisting their club towards a triumphant ninety minutes. Additional rhythmic chants are used 

as a response to specific game action, providing a tangible link between on-field activity and 

the communal music-making taking place in the stands. “Shots” is an adaptation of the 

popular 2009 single of the same name by electronic music duo LMFAO, featuring rapper Lil 

Jon (see figure 2.5).18 This four-bar chant accompanies, without fail, all corner kicks – which 

occur when the ball goes out of play over the end line and the final touch was by the 

defending team – and attacking set pieces – which occur when an offensive player is fouled 

in the final third of the field. Situationally, this borrowed material makes perfect sense, as 

both game time scenarios present a realistic chance of a shot on goal occurring from the free 

kick. 

Figure 2.5. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “Shots”  

   

 

 

 
18 LMFAO Ft. Lil Jon – Shots (Official Video), YouTube, 2009, 
https://youtu.be/XNtTEibFvlQ. 
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If a goal were to occur following a corner kick, attacking set piece, or simply through 

the run of play, out of the ensuing celebrations would inevitably come “We Want Another 

One” (see figure 2.6). Another four-bar chant, it serves an easily defined role of imploring 

Sporting Kansas City to continue their push on the offensive front in the hopes of scoring 

another goal. Soccer fans are, understandably, greedy for goals and the chant’s lyrical 

construction allows the fans simply to insert a new number at the end of the phrase.  

Figure 2.6. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “We Want Another One”  

  

 

I documented three additional pre-composed rhythmic chants, each existing as two-

bar phrases that can be repeated for as long as the fans’ stamina allows, two of which 

contained a significant call-and-response component. The chant which I refer to as “Hey, 

Keep” is deliberately antagonistic and contains easily amendable lyrics that fit the same 

rhythmic structure (see figure 2.7). One iteration of this particular chant responds to an error 

made by a player on the opposing team by consistently reminding said player that it is, in 

fact, all their fault, while another variant informs a player of the opposing team – typically 

the goalkeeper – that their mother says “hi.” Good-natured banter is a hallmark of American 

professional sports and “Hey, Keep” occupies the space of a chant that attempts to undermine 

the fortitude of the opposition, while not crossing the line of general human decency and 

acceptability. The Cauldron is conscientious about only performing chants that meet Major 
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League Soccer’s Code of Conduct, quickly stamping out behavior that targets opposition 

players or match officials based on race or sexual orientation.19 20  

Figure 2.7. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “Hey, Keep”  

  

 

 

In a slightly more jovial vein, another chant acts as a sort of vocal variant on the 

iconic “stadium wave” made globally popular at the 1986 FIFA World Cup in Mexico.21 

Whereas the “stadium wave” passes a physical motion from fan to fan, this chant (see figure 

2.8) involves The Cauldron shouting “Sporting!” and then the remainder of Children’s Mercy 

Park responding with “KC!” The all-encompassing nature of this specific tradition makes it 

one of the more iconic aural moments of the matchday experience. The resultant sound can 

echo throughout the stadium in a way only eclipsed by visceral reactions to in-game 

moments, such as goals and controversial foul calls.  

 

 

 

 

 
19 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
20 “2020 Fan Code of Conduct,” Major League Soccer, February 18, 2019, 
https://www.mlssoccer.com/news/2020-fan-code-of-conduct. 
 
21 Finlo Rohrer, “Who invented the Mexican wave?,” BBC News, June 16, 2010, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8742454.stm. 
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Figure 2.8. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “Sporting! KC!” wave 

 

 

 

Finally, “We Are KC Wiz” features a quick repartee between The Cauldron, chanting 

on beats one and two, and their rhythm section responding in kind on beats three and four 

(see figure 2.9). Unifying and concise, “We Are KC Wiz” perhaps best epitomizes the 

purpose of The Cauldron’s rhythmic chants; short, accessible phrases that emphasize a sense 

of togetherness, team spirit, and a collective effort towards victory. Additionally this chant is 

an overt holdover from the franchise’s previous identity – the Kansas City Wizards – and 

serves as a connective thread woven into the legacy of the club.  

Figure 2.9. - Rhythmic Chants of the Cauldron: “We Are KC Wiz”  

  

 

 

While Sporting Kansas City’s rhythmic chant repertoire provides a reliable toolkit 

from which the capo can quickly unify The Cauldron’s voice, its melodic chants highlight the 

vibrancy and creative flair of soccer culture. Musicologist Mark Katz has noted “For many 
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listeners – perhaps most – music is now primarily a technologically mediated experience.”22 

This notion is equally pervasive in American professional sports arenas which have become 

increasingly skewed towards prerecorded sound. However, as soccer continues to eschew 

overreliance on PA systems in favor of the organic sound harvested at a grassroots level, a 

club’s melodic chants provide the desired stamp of authenticity while harkening back to 

musical traditions of old. Even adaptations and parodies are saturated with references to 

Kansas City and its club. Considerably more intricate in their poetry and of a more 

substantive length, the melodic chants serve as signifiers of The Cauldron’s collective 

personality. Since The Cauldron’s membership is as likely to be somewhat inebriated as not, 

they prioritize volume over intonation when it comes to their melodic chants. The capo 

typically begins singing in whatever key feels most appropriate in the moment.23 The 

majority of Sporting Kansas City’s melodic chants are adaptations of existing chants from 

the greater soccer community or parodies of folk songs and popular music. By using 

preexisting material, it aims to provide new members a familiar jumping off point; if a fan is 

already acquainted with the melodic line, that just leaves four to sixteen bars worth of lyrics 

to learn before mastery is achieved. 

“Here We Go” is an adaptation of a soccer chant popularized in Europe by clubs such 

as Liverpool-based Everton F.C., consisting of eight bars of the same repeated phrase (see 

figure 2.10). Ironically, the melody of “Here We Go” is borrowed from John Philip Sousa’s 

Stars and Stripes Forever, displaying the importation of an American composition into an art 

 
22 Mark Katz, Capturing Sound: How Technology Has Changed Music (Oakland, CA: 
University of California Press, 2010), 31. 
 
23 Musical incipits have been notated in the key closest to what is heard in the audio data. 
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form – soccer chants – that was honed in Europe and subsequently brought to America. The 

Cauldron utilizes “Here We Go” as a sort of call to arms, consistently choosing it as one of 

the first chants following the opening whistle.  

Figure 2.10. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Here We Go”  

  

 

 

Adapted by Molina, “No Other Club” is a reimaging of a chant regularly sung by 

Amsterdam’s Ajax A.F.C.24 A common theme among several of these melodic chants, and 

evidenced in “No Other Club,” is the practice of having one verse of lyrics followed by the 

same melody, at times augmented, on a neutral syllable or “oh” (see figure 2.11). When sung 

by The Cauldron, “No Other Club” expresses a feeling epitomized by soccer fan culture, 

namely the dogged devotion to a singular club and the place said club represents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
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Figure 2.11. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “No Other Club”  

 

 

 

A popular chant which occupies the chicken-and-egg argument is “We Love Ya” (see 

figure 2.12), which is included in the chant repertoire of multiple Major League Soccer 

franchises,25 the United States Men’s and Women’s National Soccer Teams,26 and Glasgow-

based Celtic F.C.27 Constructed with repetitive lyrics and ending with an extended “oh” 

section, “We Love Ya” provides The Cauldron with the sort of chant that can create a true 

wall of sound under which the driving rhythm section can spur the fans onward. These traits 

position it as one of the more commonly heard chants during a given gameday and one that 

can help shake off potential fatigue as the game progresses. Also noteworthy is the continued 

reference to Sporting Kansas City’s former moniker, the Wizards. I would argue this 

phenomena is likely due to a combination of wanting to maintain an already-established 

 
25 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
26 American Outlaws We Love Ya, YouTube, 2013, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0EXwE6cDAk. 
 
27 Celtic Fans – We Love You, We Love You, YouTube, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ojm-50eZ-co. 
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repertoire, as well as a characteristically-American trait of using sports mascots as personal 

identifiers (i.e. Kansas State University students referring to themselves and others as 

“wildcats”), a practice difficult to do under more global, athletic, naming traditions (i.e. 

Sporting Kansas City). 

Figure 2.12. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “We Love Ya”  

   

 

 

Commissioning a local band or musical artist to write an official club anthem that can 

be used in promotional materials and as a calling card for the team itself is an unofficial 

tradition amongst multiple Major League Soccer franchises. Because it is created specifically 

for the club, the anthem would not be present in any other venue in the world, carrying with 

it a sense of authenticity tying the club to the city’s music scene. In 2007, the club selected 

Kansas City-based rock band Blackpool Lights to write the then-Kansas City Wizard’s 

official anthem, a song called “Ain’t Nobody Gonna Stop Us Now.”28 This song was played 

 
28 Ain’t Nobody Gonna Stop Us Now | Hino do Kansas City Wizards – Sporting KC – 2007, 
YouTube, 2019, https://youtu.be/M0BG7oCJmNk. 
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prominently in promotional and gameday situations prior to their rebrand as Sporting Kansas 

City.29 Imbued with the soft aggression characteristic of much mid-2000s indie rock, the 

single carries a rebellious character that can easily unite a fanbase in the us-against-the-world 

mentality of professional sports. The anthem carries a rasp-infused vocal line characteristic 

of the punk scene and features a repetitive chord progression in the distorted electric guitar, 

but keeps the focus on family-friendly, competition-oriented, lyrics such as: 

Stand up, get down 
Let loose, word has gotten around 
Can’t stop, let’s go 
Keep running, we are in control 
Don’t go start a fight 
With the boys in blue and white 
Like you ever had a chance, stop dreaming 
 

 In years since, the chorus has lived on as an eight-bar chant in The Cauldron’s varied 

repertoire (see figure 2.13) but use of the full anthem has faded over time, with a marked 

decrease following the club’s rebranding efforts. The anthem’s bridge contains multiple 

exclamations of “Let’s go Wizards!,” making it counterproductive to the task of acclimating 

fans to the club’s new name. 

Figure 2.13. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Ain’t Nobody Gonna Stop Us Now”  

  

 
29 “Ranking the 25 best MLS club anthems of all time,” Major League Soccer, March 31, 
2020, https://www.mlssoccer.com/post/2020/03/31/ranking-25-best-mls-club-anthems-all-
time. 
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Another instance of America to Europe cross pollination is the chant “Sporting, 

Sporting Kansas City” (see figure 2.14). A true battle cry, this chant based on the American 

Civil War tune “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” has been popularized throughout Europe 

including prominent use by London’s Tottenham Hotspur F.C.30 and Manchester United 

F.C.31 The adaptation of a chant cultivated in Europe but based on a melody sourced from the 

United States creates a fascinating boomerang of musical borrowing that could be a whole 

study unto itself. “Sporting, Sporting Kansas City” carries the source material’s march-like 

quality, with The Cauldron employing it in a bid to spur on their team during the throes of 

fierce competition.  

Figure 2.14. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Sporting, Sporting Kansas City”  

  

 

 

In addition to the prevalent importation of chants from European clubs, The 

Cauldron’s repertoire also includes chants originating in Latin America, such as “Vamos” 

(see figure 2.15). Focused on the same battle cry energy exuded by “Sporting, Sporting 

Kansas City,” “Vamos” seeks to emphasize the necessity for the team to push on for a 

victory. The chant originated with the indefatigable fans of Lima-based Universitario, before 

 
30 Glory Glory Tottenham Hotspur – New Stadium, YouTube, 2019, 
https://youtu.be/a4m3gWRJ33A. 
 
31 Glory Glory Man Utd, YouTube, 2013, https://youtu.be/a1nDYrCxeig. 
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becoming popularized by the Peruvian National Team and adapted by a variety of Major 

League Soccer franchises.32 Sung in the original Spanish, The Cauldron’s adapted lyrics 

translate to “Let’s go Sporting! We have to win tonight/this afternoon.”33  

Figure 2.15. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Vamos” 

  

 

 

While it is well-established that a primary aspect of The Cauldron’s gameday role is 

to energize Sporting Kansas City while making life difficult for that day’s opposition, an 

equally important role is creating a carnival-esque atmosphere for the fans. Ideally, the 

gameday experience should be fun and provide a period of escapism from the outside world. 

One chant that exemplifies this carefree attitude is “Oh, KC Wiz” (see figure 2.16). 

Exceedingly simple in lyrical composition, “Oh, KC Wiz” provides an opportunity for The 

Cauldron to bounce alongside the cadence of the drums, releasing some pent-up physical 

energy in a non-combative format.  

 
32 Claudio Vergara, “La Historia Tras El Grito ‘Vamos Chilenos,’” La Tercera, December 3, 
2017, https://www.latercera.com/noticia/la-historia-tras-la-arenga-chilenos/. 
 
33 The word “noche” is exchanged for “tarde” if the game is taking place in the afternoon, 
rather than the evening. 
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Figure 2.16. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Oh, KC Wiz” 

  

 

 

Following in the same simple and carefree mold are the eight bars of “Whoa!” (see 

figure 2.17) which consists of the word “whoa” being repeatedly intoned over a triumphant D 

Major melody. Easily accessible through rote learning, the [o] vowel sound lends itself to the 

type of unabashed volume embraced by sports fans.  

Figure 2.17. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Whoa!” 

  

 

 

Equally celebratory is the chant “Vermes’ Army,” which serves as an ode to Sporting 

Kansas City’s coach since 2009, Peter Vermes (see figure 2.18). The Cauldron adapted this 

chant from the Republic of Ireland National Team’s 1990 FIFA World Cup anthem “Put ‘Em 

Under Pressure (We’re All Part of Jackie’s Army).”34 The Republic of Ireland’s version 

 
34 Put ‘Em under Pressure! (We’re All Part of Jackie’s Army), YouTube, 2008, 
https://youtu.be/I5PT65I2ny8. 
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honored Jack Charlton, the coach who was leading them into their first ever World Cup. 

Bursting with excited optimism, the eight bars of Sporting Kansas City’s adaptation 

foreshadow the celebrations that will ensue should they win the league.  

Figure 2.18. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Vermes’ Army”  

  

 

 

Commonly parodied both at home and abroad, the American folk song “Yankee 

Doodle” is the basis for the next joyous chant, “Come on Sporting” (see figure 2.19). The 

springy melody lends itself to a chant that can be repeated multiple times, building in 

excitement, while the text again references the celebrations that a Sporting Kansas City goal 

would unleash from The Cauldron. The specific on-field situation - partnered with the 

number of drinks consumed - likely informs the amount of vulgarity used in real time. 

Furthermore, with the second half of the chant being sung on neutral syllables, as opposed to 

another written-out verse, fans are freed up for more physical expression of their excitement.  
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Figure 2.19. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Come on Sporting” 

  

 

 

In addition to the settings of American folk songs and adaptations of imported chants, 

several melodies within The Cauldron’s repertoire come from popular music, including three 

tracked in my audio data. The first is a brief, two-measure chant based on Parliament’s 1975 

hit “We Want the Funk (Tear the Roof Off the Sucker)” (see figure 2.20). The Cauldron 

adapted the titular phrase to an endlessly repeatable loop reserved for specific situations in 

which a Sporting Kansas City victory means an increased likelihood of winning a trophy. 

These situations encompass the knockout format competitions in which Sporting Kansas City 

participates including the Major League Soccer playoffs, the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup, 

and occasionally, the CONCACAF Champions League. The short phrase length allows the 

chant to build up a snowball effect where the tempo increases with growing excitement.  

Figure 2.20. – Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “We Want the Cup”  
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Chants based around specific players have pervaded Sporting Kansas City’s chant 

repertoire since the beginning with fan-favorites such as Jimmy Nielsen, Kei Kamara, Roger 

Espinoza, and Matt Besler all having parodies written about their respective skills. The 

player honored during my collection of audio data was Sporting Kansas City’s dynamic, 

shot-stopping goalkeeper, Tim Melia, with a four-bar chant set to Culture Club’s 1983 single 

“Karma Chameleon” (see figure 2.21). Six fast-paced utterances of the goalkeeper’s name set 

the stage for all The Cauldron to belt out their appreciation on the word “goal” in a chant that 

was initially created organically during the flow of the game, rather than planned out ahead 

of time, and was incorporated into The Cauldron’s repertoire following fan acclaim.35  

Figure 2.21. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Tim Melia” 

  

 

 

The final chant based on popular music I encountered during my research was an 

adaptation of the 1981 Depeche Mode track, “Just Can’t Get Enough” (see figure 2.22). “Just 

Can’t Get Enough” has been employed by a number of clubs including several within Major 

League Soccer, the United States National Soccer Team, and Glasgow’s Celtic F.C.36 An 

ultimate ode to the club The Cauldron loves so dearly, “Just Can’t Get Enough” raucously 

 
35 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
36 The Best “I Just Can’t Get Enough” Ever, from Celtic Park, on Old Firm’s Day (3-0, 
20/02/2011), YouTube, 2011, https://youtu.be/TspYx7EaF5A. 
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declares the fan’s unending adoration through all the ensuing successes and hardships. 

Interestingly, all three chants documented with a basis in popular music embody an upbeat, 

optimistic character which fits neatly with The Cauldron’s mission to stand, sing, and cheer.  

Figure 2.22. - Melodic Chants of the Cauldron: “Just Can’t Get Enough”  

  

 

 

In addition to the pre-composed rhythmic and melodic mainstays of The Cauldron’s 

chant repertoire, I encountered multiple instances of seemingly organic utterances that gained 

traction during the course of the game, ultimately becoming collective chants. These chants 

are not included in The Cauldron’s traditional list of chants and are primarily one to two 

measures in length without a melodic component. Each of these chants follow the mold more 

typically associated with American gridiron football and cheerleader-lead expressions of 

strict quarter notes, with the occasional inclusion of a clapping component. While the 

majority of the pre-composed chants are more abstract expressions of excitement and 
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anticipation, the impromptu chants take a more pointed tone, conveying the fans’ happiness 

or ire towards a specific person or moment in the game. These sentiments included 

vigorously cheering on a Sporting Kansas City goal scorer, poking fun at the Colorado 

goalkeeper’s name in an attempt at distraction, the repetition of score line that has a special 

place in American soccer folklore, casually reminding the referee to perform his duties better 

or blow the whistle for full time and cheering for Sporting Kansas City goal scorers. While 

certainly not an exhaustive list of possibilities - a season long ethnography would likely yield 

dozens - the chants captured in my audio data demonstrate how in-game action can ignite 

impromptu communal music-making (see figures 2.23-2.27).  

Figure 2.23. - Impromptu Chants of the Cauldron: “Busio”  

  

 

 

Figure 2.24. - Impromptu Chants of the Cauldron: “Little Willie”  

  

 

 

Figure 2.25. - Impromptu Chants of the Cauldron: “Dos a Cero”  
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Figure 2.26. - Impromptu Chants of the Cauldron: “You Don’t Know What You’re 

Doing”  

  

 

 

Figure 2.27. - Impromptu Chants of the Cauldron: “Blow the Whistle”  

  

 

 

During the flow of gameday action, the capo chooses a chant from the established 

repertoire, informs the drummers and nearby fans of the selection, and uses their full voice to 

carry the chant across the entire section. Some sequences are planned out ahead of time, 

some arise out of specific moments within the game, while others are spur of the moment 

utterances, but one specific chant is reserved for the moments following the final whistle 

indicating the end of the game. Following a victory, The Cauldron’s gameday experience 

culminates with the Sporting Kansas City players gathering in a line on the edge of the 

penalty area, arms embracing each other’s shoulders, and slowly swaying back and forth as 

the diehard fans hold their scarves above their head and sing “Oh, When the Wiz” (see figure 

2.28). This chant, whose melody is used by many fanbases across the world, expresses a love 

for not just the team they support, but for the entire experience that accompanies full-throated 
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fandom. Based on the famous American spiritual “When the Saints Go Marching In,” the 

melody begins slowly, exhibiting a bit of reverence, before gaining steam and turning into a 

raucous affair. The Cauldron has experienced elating peaks, such as winning the 2013 MLS 

Cup on a freezing December evening via nail-biting penalty kicks, as well as the bitter 

heartbreaks of 2011 and 2018 – both losses in the conference finals, one game away from the 

championship. Through it all this dedicated group of fans has stuck with their team, and the 

team has returned their loyalty in this act of reciprocity; singing together, clapping for one 

another, and celebrating a win.  

Figure 2.28. - Postgame Chants of the Cauldron: “Oh, When the Wiz”  

  

 

 

Across this ethnographic research, I was able to identify some pervading themes that 

existed throughout Sporting Kansas City’s chant repertoire which can inform overarching 

impressions of The Cauldron. There was an element of togetherness exhibited in many of the 

The Cauldron’s lyrics, specifically through the use of the pronoun “we.” This deliberate 

choice of pronoun indicates the fans’ tacit belief that they have an integral role to play during 

their team’s season; their positive encouragement could potentially provide the players with 

an extra boost of energy, their wall of noise could overwhelm an opposition, and their 

pressure could influence the referee to make more calls in their favor. Additional scholarship 

would be necessary to prove conclusively the effect chants have on the game proceedings, 
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but The Cauldron approaches each game as if the correlation was etched in stone. Loyalty is 

also repeatedly emphasized through the chants’ lyrics, with references to “following,” 

“marching,” being part of an “army,” and general displays of support. Immediately following 

the opposition scoring a goal, the capo leads The Cauldron in “We Love Ya,” reiterating this 

steadfast support even in the face of adversity. There is a significant element of civic pride 

present in the chant repertoire, with repeated references to their pride for Kansas City as well 

as the club’s players and history. Molina intimated as much, saying “there’s no other club 

that we would rather be supporting, there’s no other place on Earth where we’d rather be...”37 

The themes of togetherness, loyalty, and civic pride are presented through a blue-tinted lens, 

each game filled with high levels anticipation and excitement as the team - players and fans 

alike - are given a new opportunity for triumph and success. I did not find evidence of overly 

negative communal music-making in my collection of audio data. The instances of directed 

negativity were primarily ad-libbed expressions of frustration directed towards opposition or 

match referees and not coordinated amongst one another, except for the occasional collective 

yelling of “bullshit” following a controversial foul decision. Ultimately, the chant repertoire 

acquits The Cauldron well as a section devoted to a fandom that is both inclusive and 

raucous, loyal and proud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
37 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
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Chapter 3 – Music-Making in a Most Unusual Space 

 

 For so many fans across the world, the soccer stadium is their second home. Each 

game is like a family reunion; fans adopt their team’s players as members of their own clan 

and the relatives reconvene each gameday to celebrate together in a quasi-religious fashion. 

From the moment the fans enter their athletic temple, they perform from their respective 

club’s own gameday hymnal. The songs ring out, bringing comfort to the community and 

helping the team feel truly “at home.” The virtues of togetherness, commitment to a team, 

and loyalty saturate the soccer fan experience and deserve to be explored further. Communal 

music-making is by no means limited to soccer, but soccer represents the apex of creative 

musical expression within a professional sports context. The Cauldron itself is a model for 

fan support within Major League Soccer. According to data from Transfermarkt analyzing 

the 2019 season, Sporting Kansas City sits near in the middle of the league in terms of fan 

attendance (13th out of 24), with an average attendance around 17,744 spectators, and yet the 

atmosphere is consistently one of energetic anticipation and the communal music-making 

provided by The Cauldron is equally as raucous.1  

The role communal music-making plays within the construction of a gameday 

experience in soccer is fundamentally different than other major American professional 

sports. Furthermore, the differences between music’s role in the American sporting construct 

are precisely what delineates the atmosphere around American soccer from its cousins across 

the globe. Soccer, with its global reach, is a haven for immigrant populations that may have 

 
1 “Major League Soccer – Attendance Figures,” Transfermarkt, accessed February 2021, 
https://www.transfermarkt.us/major-league-
soccer/besucherzahlen/wettbewerb/MLS1/plus/?saison_id=2018. 
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less exposure to traditions surrounding American gridiron football, basketball, and baseball. 

But the average United States-born fan is steeped in American sports culture and looks for 

those traditions in the soccer stadium. These divergent expectations create a scenario in 

which American soccer culture is an amalgam informed by the athletic offerings of the 

United States and those from abroad. As demonstrated through the data collected at 

Children’s Mercy Park and outlined in the preceding chapter, the musical soundscape 

surrounding soccer is largely fan-led with occasional assistance from a PA system in specific 

gameday situations such as pregame, during halftime, and immediately following the scoring 

of a goal. However, gameday expectations are linked to, and informed by, America’s other 

major professional sport fanbases, so it is useful to survey those traditions first. 

 Being America’s first major professional sport, baseball’s traditions have been the 

starting point for each sport that came after. Referred to as “America’s pastime” by sports 

fans waxing nostalgic, it is the most segmented of America’s major professional sports, 

played in nine independent innings. There is a significant amount of time in which no aerobic 

game action is taking place which can be filled with prerecorded and fan-aided sound. The 

most prominent musical aspects of an American baseball game are led by either the PA 

system or, depending on the venue, a theatre organ. Most teams have players choose a “walk-

up song” to accompany them as they approach the batter’s box with classic rock, country, 

and hip hop dominating the selections.2 These moments of player expression have become 

something of 21st century baseball lore in an historically traditionalist sport. When 

excitement ebbs during the course of the game, musical interjections from the PA system 

 
2 Michael Clair, “The Complete History of the Walk-up Song,” July 10, 2019, 
https://www.mlb.com/cut4/the-complete-history-of-the-walk-up-song. 
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seek to reinvigorate the fans by encouraging simple repeated chants. Communal music-

making within baseball is relatively limited with the most prominent example being activities 

within the traditional “seventh-inning stretch.” Many major-league ballparks use this 

extended break between halves of the seventh inning to engage the fans in the singing of Jack 

Norworth and Albert von Tilzer’s 1908 Tin Pan Alley tune, “Take Me Out to the Ballgame,” 

a tradition popularized in 1976 by Chicago White Sox announcer Harry Caray.3 

 Professional basketball is the closest to soccer in terms of consistent game action, but 

still possesses moments in which the game action is paused by a timeout, either for sporting 

reasons or agreements with television partners. During these instances, the PA system 

controls music-making with censored hip hop and classic rock typically filling up the 

playlist. Management of the PA system varies from club to club and arena to arena, with 

some employing a director of music while others delegate from within. The use of 

prerecorded music during professional basketball games allows stadium management to 

engender raucous atmospheres artificially, aided by the steep, enclosed construction of 

basketball arenas. Over the course of the game, fans are prompted by the PA system, often 

aided by a repetitive pipe organ, to engage in simple chants, typically one to three words in 

length (such as “defense” or “charge”). Pipe organs in professional basketball arenas provide 

an air of nostalgia, harkening back to the earlier traditions inherited from professional 

baseball. The role of the communal music-making within these venues exists primarily via 

these organ-led chants and collective sing-a-longs to PA system broadcasts, such as Queen’s 

“We Will Rock You” or Neil Diamond’s “Sweet Caroline.” In major college basketball, the 

 
3 Elizabeth Nix, “How Did Baseball’s Seventh-Inning Stretch Originate?,” History (A&E 
Television Networks, September 29, 2015), https://www.history.com/news/how-did-
baseballs-seventh-inning-stretch-originate. 
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PA system’s role is often absorbed by a team of cheerleaders, but the style of communal 

music-making is largely similar. 

 The musical soundscape surrounding a professional gridiron football game is heavily 

influenced by traditions in American intercollegiate athletics. With the game action being 

contested in relatively quick bursts of play – the average amount of game action per National 

Football League contest is 18 minutes – as well as timeouts being used for the same reasons 

as in basketball, there is ample time for moments of music-making and unified sound within 

the gameday experience.4 Extensive use of popular music over the PA system provides the 

bulk of the aural offerings with, depending on the team, the assistance of live musicians. 

Twenty-six teams out of the thirty-two in the NFL have an active drumline mirroring the use 

of marching bands in collegiate football, and four teams included brass instruments as well, 

creating a small pep band. Twenty-five teams maintain a cheerleading squad which lead the 

fans in simple chants throughout the course of the game. The soundscape is often deliberately 

simple to create a low point of entry, while a few franchises have, unfortunately, 

appropriated caricatures of Native American war cries in the name of an intimidating 

atmosphere.5 Gridiron football is, by far, the most popular American sport in terms of 

viewership meaning that, while the history of baseball informs the musical traditions of 

America’s professional sports, gridiron football’s fan experience is often the entry point for 

 
4 Kirk Goldsberry and Katherine Rowe, “How Much Football Is Even In A Football 
Broadcast?’” FiveThirtyEight, January 31, 2020, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-
much-football-is-even-in-a-football-broadcast/. 
 
5 Some examples of this racist tradition include the Kansas City Chiefs and Florida State 
University Seminoles. 
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young American sports fans; these are the precise challenges to the establishment of a 

globally informed soccer culture within the United States.6  

The stark differences in viewing habits between gridiron football and soccer inform 

the variance in their fans’ communal music-making experience. Soccer provides a different 

experience from what is heard in gridiron football, but elements of the dominant sporting 

culture are embedded into each game. In the absence of regulatory marching bands and 

coordinated cheerleader-led support, soccer fans assume the mantle of aural ownership, 

engaging in what is arguably the most creatively stimulating communal music experience 

within American professional sports. 

Throughout Major League Soccer there are indications of the importation of 

traditions originating outside the United States that help to further differentiate soccer from 

other American professional sports offerings. One such tradition that links American soccer 

to traditions from abroad appears in the creation and display of “tifos,” large, coordinated 

visual displays originating with Italian ultras (see figures 3.1 and 3.2). Within Major League 

Soccer, members of each team’s supporter’s group coordinate the creation of tifos, typically 

focused on games being broadcast on national television or with significant sporting 

implications such as rivalry games. The message on a tifo typically centers on love for the 

club and the club’s perceived dominance over their opposition, but they can also be used to 

speak out on significant current events or human rights issues. Tifos are but one example of 

the omnipresent incorporation of globalization within Major League Soccer, an international 

focus that spills over to the fans’ chant repertoire, with every single club having a chant 

 
6 Rick Porter, “TV Long View: Even in a Down Year, the NFL’s Ratings Are Untouchable,” 
The Hollywood Reporter, January 30, 2021, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-
feed/tv-long-view-nfl-ratings-dominance-2020. 
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adapted from a European or Latin American source and most having a chant that employs 

Spanish as its dominant language. It stands to reason that, as the league continues to work 

towards its goal of global relevance, fan groups will continue to serve as snapshots of their 

increasingly diverse communities.  

Figure 3.1. – SKC “Power of the Plains” tifo7    Figure 3.2. – SKC “Final Boss” tifo8 

 

 

Sports that place an emphasis on the use of prerecorded music make communal 

music-making an optional endeavor; if a fan chooses not to participate, the volume of the 

chant or song will not be significantly hindered. The atmosphere in those arenas is largely 

controlled by entities other than the fans themselves, creating a degree of homogeneity 

amongst the various locales. Soccer, however, places much of the onus of the gameday 

experience on the shoulders of the fan group. Because of their carefully codified repertoires 

and traditions, the experience with Los Angeles FC’s “3252,” Portland Timbers’ “Timbers 

Army,” and The Cauldron will differ in ways that only enhance the sport’s diversity. This 

 
7 Sara Naatz, “Sporting KC Supporters Wow with Tifos for Home Opener,” Sporting Kansas 
City, March 14, 2016, https://www.sportingkc.com/es/post/2016/03/14/sporting-kc-
supporters-wow-tifos-home-opener. 
 
8 Sara Naatz, “Battle of the Tifos,” Sporting Kansas City, January 11, 2016, 
https://www.sportingkc.com/post/2016/01/11/battle-tifos. 
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aspect highlights a critical difference between communal music-making in soccer as opposed 

to other athletic offerings in the United States. 

With this background, it becomes natural to wonder what information can be 

extracted from an in-depth analysis of the communal music-making of a Major League 

Soccer franchise and what larger ideas can then be extrapolated onto American sporting 

culture at large? The relationship between anthropology, athletics, and music is a series of 

interwoven threads that, upon close examination, reveal a more complicated fabric than 

perhaps initially imagined. Countless Americans cite their relationship with a specific sports 

fanbase when asked to provide a description of themselves. Those same people feel real joy 

when their team triumphs and physical pain following devastating failures because there is an 

attachment between the group’s performance and an individual’s self-esteem.9 We become 

enthralled with the storylines, the ups and downs, the heroes and the villains of our favorite 

team. This identification is as pervasive in soccer as it is in any athletic endeavor. Tension is 

palpable in moments of high stress during athletic competition, such as during the 2020 

Major League Soccer playoffs. In those moments where the result of the contest hangs in the 

balance, there is a tangible increase in the anxious energy amongst the fans. This tension is 

manifested vocally in all sporting contexts, but within soccer, this tension is typically 

funneled into coordinated communal music-making. Expressing the tension vocally provides 

fans with a collective primal release. Fan groups provide individuals with an often-craved 

 
9 Eric Simons, “What Science Can Tell Sportswriters about Why We Love Sports,” 
Columbia Journalism Review, 2014, 
https://archives.cjr.org/full_court_press/science_sportswriting.php. 
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sense of belonging, an immediate identifier that can unite two former strangers, much like a 

family reunion.10  

Within global soccer, where this connection between team culture and regional 

identity becomes irreversibly linked, the notion of belonging to a group committed to a set of 

collective ideals engenders strong feelings of unity. This unity set the groundwork for fan 

groups to mobilize in times of regional strife, such as the ultras of Cairo’s Al Ahly 

challenging the regime during the Arab Spring of 2010 and 201111 or the Portland Timbers’ 

fan group, the Timbers Army’s, continued push for “radical inclusiveness” in the wake of 

Major League Soccer banning political symbols from its stadiums.12 The diversity of Major 

League Soccer’s player pool and fan base provides a sense of progressiveness less commonly 

seen in American professional sports – Pride Nights are held in June, banners condemning 

fascism were commonplace, and the Black Players for Change was established in 2020. In 

these instances, the feelings of togetherness and belonging stirred within soccer supporters 

flow out of the stadium and wash into the communities themselves. 

In both the popular media and scholarship surrounding the traditions of major 

American professional sports, an eternally pervasive theme is the notion of togetherness, of 

 
10 I experienced this phenomenon while vacationing in London in March 2017. While sitting 
at a bar, a complete stranger flagged me down purely because I was wearing a shirt 
representing one of my favorite NCAA basketball teams, sparking a quick conversation 
between two strangers united by a love for a specific team, miles away from home.  
 
11 David Goldblatt, The Age of Football, Soccer and the 21st Century (New York, NY: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2019), 88. 
 
12 Michael Weinreb, “How the Timbers Army Took on MLS Over Political Speech in 
Stadiums,” The Ringer, October 18, 2019, 
https://www.theringer.com/2019/10/18/20920019/portland-timbers-major-league-soccer-ban-
iron-front-symbol. 
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belonging to an exclusive group that forms a key component of a person’s being. In this 

sense, attendance at a sporting event can be a cathartic experience, engendering that feeling 

of “coming home.” Familiarity with, and the ability to participate in, a sporting franchise’s 

rituals helps cement the feeling of being a bona fide part of the team. The fans are the most 

constant element of any particular sporting franchise; players come and go, teams are bought 

and sold, but the organized fandom remains.13 As the sport has continued to grow within the 

United States, soccer has established itself as the sport of the young and diverse. While the 

average age of television viewers for baseball had ballooned to 57 years old in 2016, the 

average age for soccer viewers stood at 43 for the English Premier League and 40 for MLS.14 

In the United States, soccer also possesses the most ethnically diverse fan population and 

player pool present amongst the major professional sports. David Goldblatt summarizes this 

snapshot well: 

The NHL, and ice hockey in general, is almost exclusively white. The NBA, WNBA 
and the NFL have a majority of African American athletes and precious few Latinos. 
MLB is closer to America’s demographic mix right now – its players are around 60 
per cent white, 30 per cent Latino and 10 per cent African American – but the future 
is MLS, where there are no majorities. In 2017 its players were 48 per cent white, 25 
per cent Latino, 10 per cent African American, and 20 per cent other, many of them 
black players from overseas.15 
 

 
13 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “’Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and 
identity in football chants and fandom,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 123. 
 
14 John Lombardo and David Broughton, “Going gray: Sports TV viewers skew older,” 
Sports Business Journal (June 5, 2017): 1-8. 
 
15 David Goldblatt, The Age of Football, Soccer and the 21st Century (New York, NY: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2019), 392. 
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As the American population continues to diversify, the voices introduced often offer 

variations on global traditions that serve to further establish soccer fandom as distinct from 

its athletic cousins within the United States. The Cauldron welcomes these new voices, with 

their President going so far as to opine “we want to be an open community for anyone who 

enjoys soccer…”16 This eager acceptance of the game’s globalization continues to paint 

soccer in a positive light, one which eagerly celebrates underrepresented voices.  

 Fans feel a certain degree of ownership over their role within the greater sporting 

construct, regardless of the sport. The implication in place is that each fan has a 

responsibility to contribute to the creation of an atmosphere that emboldens their team while 

placing opponents at a strategic disadvantage. Coordinated displays and soundscapes enable 

an efficient creation of an optimum stadium atmosphere. In 2013, the NFL’s Kansas City 

Chiefs succeeded in a coordinated effort to break the Guinness World Record for the loudest 

stadium, topping out at 137.5 dB.17 This quest not only united a community, but also served 

the greater purpose of providing an environmental advantage for their team. Volume is key in 

these circumstances, for as the soundscape becomes more hectic, the belief is the opponents 

will be more error-prone (even if the causation is debated amongst sport psychologists).18 

Fans in all sports take pride in their ability to disrupt the opposition’s game plan, feeling 

honor bound by an unspoken agreement between team and ticket holder.  

 
16 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
17 This record was subsequently broken less than two months later by the NFL’s Seattle 
Seahawks (137.6 dB), and then reclaimed by the Chiefs in 2014 (142.2 dB). 
 
18 “Does the crowd affect the result?” BBC, July 1, 2008, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/7482972.stm. 
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Within international soccer, this “help the team at all costs” mentality has resulted in 

a certain degree of cognitive dissonance, such when fans engage in insensitive chants 

regarding sexual orientation or racial discrimination, citing an obligation to assist their team 

as the impetus rather than the presence of any ingrained prejudice.19 Overt displays of 

discrimination in Major League Soccer have, thankfully, been rare and MLS has continued to 

push initiatives designed to combat discriminatory behavior. One could argue that it is 

precisely the influence of other traditional American professional sports that have helped 

stave off this coordinated discrimination. From an early age, young Americans encounter 

musical traditions surrounding interschool athletics, including heavily rehearsed cheer 

squads, specializing in simple chants that rely on relatively minor rhythmic adjustments, and 

pep bands steeped in the American marching band tradition. According to Gordon Russell 

“obscene and overtly aggressive chants have not become a part of American sports because, 

using fairly mild lyrics, ‘crowds typically sing…songs accompanied by their marching 

 
19 Much literature has been written, particularly as of late, highlighting the cognitive 
dissonance between offensive fan chants (particularly in Europe and the Americas) and the 
fans’ perceived bigotry. In all of the referenced instances, fans insisted that they themselves 
were not homophobic or racist, but that they employed the most aggressive chants they could 
in order to garner an “advantage” for their team. See for example: 
 
Rory Magrath, “To Try and Gain an Advantage for My Team’: Homophobic and 
Homosexually Themed Chanting among English Football Fans” Sociology vol. 52, No. 4 
(2018): 709-726. 
 
Victor Balta, “’Homophobic and Not Very Clever’: Why Puto Chants Haunt Mexican 
Football,” The Guardian, June 18, 2018, 
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/jun/18/puto-chants-mexico-football-world-cup. 
 
Rory Smith, “When the Monkey Chants Are for You: A Soccer Star’s View of Racist 
Abuse,” The New York Times, December 22, 2019, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/22/sports/soccer/romelu-lukaku-inter-italy-racism.html. 
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band’.”20 The fight songs employed by American marching bands serve to unify the fanbase 

and mollify aggressive behavior, rather than incite some form of riotous response. Take the 

lyrics of Kansas State University’s, “Wildcat Victory” as an example of American fight 

songs that exude friendly competition rather than threatening intimidation: 

 Fight, you K-State Wildcats 
 For alma mater fight-fight-fight! 
 Glory in the combat 
 For the purple and the white. 
 Faithful to our colors. 
 We shall ever be, 
 Fighting ever fighting for a  
 Wildcat Victory! 
 Go State!21 
 

References are made to faithfulness and loyalty while trumpeting the desire to will the team 

to victory, but without violent overtones. 

On the subject of [British] soccer fans, Russell further opines “Although the words to 

chants often portend severe consequences for their rivals, their effects are usually confined to 

an exchange of insults…few altercations actually result.”22 It is reasonable to conclude that 

channeling adrenaline-heavy competitive feelings into a more coordinated and melodic outlet 

can help stave off overt acts of aggression. As a result, the chant repertoire present within 

Major League Soccer mirrors global traditions in terms of poetic invention and melodic 

construct, while embodying the societal expectations of other American sports. This 

 
20 Gordon Russell, Aggression in the Sports World (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 32. 
 
21 “Traditions,” Kansas State University, https://www.k-state.edu/about/history-
traditions/traditions/. 
 
22 Gordon Russell, Aggression in the Sports World (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 32. 
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amalgamation of traditions fosters an environment in which fans can assume their role within 

the game action in accordance with regional norms. 

 Loyalty is amongst the traits most valued by sports fans, both in themselves and the 

teams they support. The expectation is that a fan maintains their commitment to their team 

through the inevitable ups and downs faced over time. As sports fandom becomes embodied 

in the fan themselves, abandonment of that relationship carries with it a similar emotional 

weight to the dissolution of a friendship. Many beleaguered American fanbases have been 

“making it work” for years, supporting teams in various levels of mismanagement and 

sporting ineptitude simply because they could not imagine ending the relationship. In a 

global context, multiple teams within the same city are a common occurrence, meaning this 

loyalty can extend down to the neighborhood level, creating deeply personal connections to 

specific teams.23  

Despite the obvious economic aspects of professional sports, fans often take an 

indication that a player is not completely committed to a fanbase as a personal affront. One 

of the most glaring examples of this disconnect in American professional sports was the 

visceral reaction to NBA star LeBron James moving from the Cleveland Cavaliers to the 

Miami Heat in 2010. Cavaliers fans expressed feelings of betrayal following James’s 

decision, taking to the street to burn their old jerseys, with owner Dan Gilbert going as far as 

to label it a “desertion” in his narcissistic open letter to Cavaliers fans.24 Similar feelings 

 
23 During the 2020-21 English Football League season, there were 13 different teams based 
in the greater London metropolitan area within the top four tiers of the league. 
 
24 Linda Holmes, “Why LeBron James Should Be Thanking The People Who Are Burning 
His Jersey,” NPR, July 9, 2010, https://www.npr.org/2010/07/09/128404215/why-lebron-
james-should-be-thanking-the-people-who-are-burning-his-jersey. 
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persist within soccer in America. A significant percentage of the chant repertoire I surveyed 

references, either explicitly or implicitly, steadfast loyalty to the club. The expectation of 

reciprocal loyalty on the part of the club and its players has created tense situations within 

Major League Soccer, perhaps best exemplified by the drama surrounding the Columbus 

Crew SC and their now-former owner, Anthony Precourt. An investor with minimal 

connection to central Ohio, Precourt purchased the Crew, one of Major League Soccer’s 

original franchises, in 2012. Within five years of ownership, he announced his intention of 

moving the team to Austin, Texas, citing the lack of a new publicly-funded stadium as a 

determining factor.25 His decision sparked an inspiring grassroots movement known as 

#SavetheCrew. Loyal Crew ultras stood side by side in the face of an owner they viewed as 

fickle and unfeeling, lacking the emotional connection of a fan, and ignited a true coming 

together of community. Through concerted mobilization, a new partnership of locally based 

investors, led by the owners of the NFL’s Cleveland Browns, Jimmy and Dee Haslem, 

moved to purchase the Crew from Precourt, thus keeping the Crew in Ohio.26 American 

sports fans place loyalty amongst their most desirable traits and this is no different within 

soccer fandom and its communal music-making repertoire. Within The Cauldron, references 

 
Dan Gilbert, “Letter from Cavs Owner Dan Gilbert,” ESPN, July 8, 2010, 
https://www.espn.com/nba/news/story?id=5365704. 
 
25 “Statement from Precourt Sports Ventures,” Columbus Crew SC, October 17, 2017, 
https://www.columbuscrewsc.com/post/2017/10/17/statement-precourt-sports-ventures. 
 
26 Following the situation in Ohio, Anthony Precourt moved to purchase an expansion 
franchise, Austin FC, which will begin play in April 2021, setting up a potentially fascinating 
rivalry between Columbus and Austin. 
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to loyalty can be found in “No Other Club,” “Vermes’ Army,” “Oh, When the Wiz,” and, 

most overtly, in “We Love Ya,” stating:27 

 We love ya 
 And where you go we’ll follow 
 ‘Cause we support the Wizards 
 And that’s the way we like (we love it) 
 

 Finally, the communities surrounding soccer fandom in the United States actively 

eschew the traditional gender stereotypes often associated with more hyper-masculinized 

sports, specifically in the promotion of men singing. By employing a codified chant 

repertoire as a form of participatory ritual, the musical act is seen as less of a purely artistic 

expression, and more as a pledge towards a collective group identity. Soccer places much of 

the gameday atmosphere firmly in the hands of the fan groups. As such, entities like The 

Cauldron present themselves as a “plural performative social space”28 in which participatory 

music-making aids in the validation of an ideal masculinity. The link between sports and 

militarism in America is particularly strong with both arenas being male-dominated, 

patriarchal spaces, and consistent parallels being drawn between war and athletic 

competition.29 By consistently reinforcing aspects of militarism while framing young male 

athletes in opposition to femininity, the link to athletic competition is firmly established. 

Communal music-making in soccer reframes the narrative around male fan’s behavior and 

 
27 Incipits of these chants can be found on pages 27, 33, 39, and 28, respectively. 
 
28 Eduardo Herrera, “Masculinity, Violence, and Deindividuation in Argentine Soccer 
Chants: The Sonic Potentials of Participatory Sound-in-Synchrony,” Ethnomusicology vol. 
62, no. 3 (Fall 2018): 472. 
 
29 Ken McLeod, “The Construction of Masculinity in African American Music and Sports,” 
American Music vol. 27 no. 2 (Summer 2009): 208. 
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perceived masculinity. Put simply, within the confines of a soccer fan group men are 

consistently encouraged to sing, without fear of judgment over perceived deficits in 

masculinity or musical ability. 

 Communal music-making within American soccer culture appears as a combination 

of traditions from at home and abroad, distinguishing itself as something wholly 

individualistic, while not being entirely unfamiliar to the average American sports fan. 

Experiences in coordinated soccer fan groups in the United States build on familiar feelings 

such as individual and collective identity, togetherness, a search for belonging, and steadfast 

loyalty while embracing the global traditions of its increasingly diverse fanbase and player 

pool. As such, this snapshot of the future of America provides a template for the constructive 

and inclusive use of a community’s varied voices in a sporting context. 
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Chapter 4 – No Place We’d Rather Be: Music-Making and Fan Culture 

 

 Communal music-making manages to flourish in the most surprising settings. 

America’s soccer stadiums employ music as a way to unify individuals committed to a non-

musical goal, namely the collective dream of athletic triumph. This communal music-making 

attempts to unify the team’s fanbase, rally the team’s players, and dishearten the team’s 

opponents, but what traits define the music performed by the fanatics in these modern-day 

Colosseums? Analysis of long-standing chants and traditions can provide data establishing a 

winning formula for this art form. The formula then informs fan groups, whether new or 

established, of a template for successful communal music-making and fan engagement in the 

stadium setting. In previous sections of this thesis, I have identified thematic elements of 

chants that connect to fans and the ways communal and individual identity is shaped by 

music-making in the soccer stadium, but now I turn our attention towards addressing the 

musical qualities that combine to create an accessible chant. The chants used in soccer 

stadiums need to be infinitely hummable with a melody that can be quickly learned and 

easily retained. It is precisely this trait that makes repurposed material and parodies so 

common within these groups. Simply speaking, co-opting a proven melody and crafting club-

specific lyrics removes a learning barrier for the performers, increasing the likelihood of 

community participation and the chant retaining a spot in the repertoire. When establishing a 

fan culture, simple points of entry allow fans to assimilate quickly into the group, and the 

group into the club’s larger culture. The vast majority of chants sung by Sporting Kansas 

City are borrowed from the traditions of other clubs and fit the mold of hummable 
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accessibility. As such, The Cauldron is viewed as a part Sporting Kansas City’s greater 

culture, rather than an ad hoc collection of “others.” 

 Compositional analysis of Sporting Kansas City’s chant repertoire reveals several 

distinct patterns. Almost all of the chants are built in groupings of two measures, resulting in 

a total number of measures between two and sixteen. Their melodies are primarily stepwise 

in motion, while the lines themselves are easily singable. When the melodic line does contain 

a leap, it is typically either as a part of an arpeggiation of a triad or as part of a resetting 

between two phrases. “Come on Sporting” displays the largest range, at a minor 9th, while 

over half of the melodic chants stay within the range of a perfect 4th or perfect 5th.1 Compact 

ranges, unlike in the communal singing of “The Star-Spangled Banner” at United States 

sporting events, invite participation without the prerequisite of a trained voice. These same 

chants are friendly in an intervallic sense as well, with the largest melodic interval being a 

descending minor 6th between phrases in “Vermes’ Army.”2 Rhythmically speaking, the 

chants are repetitive with rhythmic figures being established early in the chant and 

subsequently repeated. The chants that are, on the surface, more rhythmically complex, are 

adapted from the popular music tradition. As such, the difficulty of the rhythms present in 

chants like “Just Can’t Get Enough” is papered over by a familiarity with the source 

material.3  

 When Sporting Kansas City (then known as the Kansas City Wizards) was in its 

infancy, a concerted effort was made to unify the detached groups of supporters that gathered 

 
1 Incipit of “Come on Sporting” can be found on page 34. 
 
2 Incipit of “Vermes’ Army” can be found on page 33. 
 
3 Incipit of “Just Can’t Get Enough” can be found on page 36. 
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in Arrowhead Stadium, the club’s former home. Josue Molina, The Cauldron’s current 

President, explained that they wanted to connect the groups under the umbrella of global 

fandom with:  

“[Sam Pierron4] wanted to bring some sort of European atmosphere to Sporting 
because in England and Germany and France this supporter’s culture has been around 
for a hundred years. For us, it was brand new. We had The Cauldron; we also had the 
Argentinians who would be in the back of the end zone…”5 
 

With this integration of disparate groups of fans, the early supporters brought chant traditions 

from the teams they supported abroad, blending European and Latin repertoires to create the 

original setlist. “We Love Ya” is popular amongst Celtic F.C., while the melody of 

“Sporting, Sporting Kansas City” is a mainstay of Manchester United F.C. and both are 

among The Cauldron’s longest running chants.6 Despite Sporting Kansas City now being an 

established franchise, there are always opportunities to introduce new chants into the club’s 

arsenal.7 Rehearsals for The Cauldron are loosely structured and typically occur during the 

pregame tailgating. During this time, The Cauldron’s leadership vets prospective additions to 

the repertoire, testing their viability in the low-stakes atmosphere of the parking lot. The 

expectation among members of The Cauldron is that a modicum of thought has gone into the 

creation of any potential chant, with Molina noting “…if you have a chant idea, here’s what 

 
4 Sam Pierron was instrumental in the founding of The Cauldron, having been a fan since 
1995, evolving a group of fans known as the “Mystics” into the beginning of The Cauldron 
group we see today, and establishing the Supporters’ Shield – colloquially known as the fan’s 
trophy – which is awarded to the Major League Soccer team that finishes the regular season 
with the best win-loss record. 
 
5 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
6 Incipits of these two chants can be found on pages 28 and 30, respectively. 
 
7 The 2021 Major League Soccer season will be the club’s 26th season. 
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you do. You need to teach it to four other people and if they can learn it, then it is probably a 

good chant. If they can learn it on the second try it’s probably going to be ok…”8 Assuming 

the tailgate run-through has been successful, the capo will then push to practice the chant 

with The Cauldron in the stadium during the moments prior to the players taking the field. As 

in every musical endeavor, repetition helps solidify the chant with the performers.  

This is not to say that melodic chants cannot be created through more impromptu 

means. Molina recalls the “Tim Melia” chant manifesting organically during the flow of the 

game before catching on with the majority of The Cauldron.9 In this instance, the chant was 

created organically by the spark of one individual, with the fire quickly spreading throughout 

the section. The Cauldron is located immediately behind one of the two goals, meaning a 

good deal of time is spent an intimate distance away from the goalkeeper, making them easy 

targets for positive, and on occasion negative, chants. Tim Melia has earned legendary status 

among Sporting Kansas City fans as a result of his heroic shot-stopping efforts, particularly 

against penalty kicks, leading to one devoted fan to sing a bold parody extolling Melia’s 

shot-stopping ability.10 The chant was set to the Culture Club’s hit “Karma Chameleon,” 

setting up a crucial point of entry that allowed other members of The Cauldron to join in after 

a few hearings. But in general, communal music-making within The Cauldron is the creation 

of an active organism, developing, growing, and spreading in ways that continue to keep 

them relevant within Sporting Kansas City’s greater gameday culture. 

 
8 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
9 Incipit of “Tim Melia” can be found on page 35. 
 
10 For an inside look into Tim Melia’s shot-stopping abilities, view this video showing Melia 
single handedly defeating the San Jose Earthquakes in the first round of the 2020 MLS 
Playoffs: https://youtu.be/sz-hIr0QPbI. 
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As the years have progressed in Kansas City, The Cauldron has continued to sharpen 

its metaphorical blade as its chant repertoire has become more and more ensconced within 

Kansas City’s sporting consciousness. Take, for example, the chant “No Other Club.”11 

Molina found himself wanting to create another, relatively simple chant that could express 

the fans’ sense of belonging within the fan group, as well as their intense fealty to their club. 

Molina first sought a suitable melody by scouring different supporter’s groups’ songs on 

YouTube. After a significant amount of time down the internet rabbit role, he settled upon a 

melody used by the Dutch club A.F.C. Ajax. Despite not knowing a word of Dutch, Molina 

set to adapting the melody to English lyrics, collaborating with his brother and his roommate 

in their living room, continually bouncing ideas off one another until settling on the current 

lyrics: 

No other club                                                                                                                                                 
But SKC                              
For the glory                               
Of the city 
 

Following completion of the lyrics, the prototype chant and source video were introduced to 

The Cauldron’s drummers and a loosely structured, collaborative rehearsal yielded a fully 

developed musical concept.12 As a means of increasing the feelings of unification generated 

by the chant, Molina added a physical component to the ritual. Prior to starting “No Other 

Club,” the members of The Cauldron cease additional noisemaking and raise both hands 

above their heads. The nonverbal command quickly alerts nearby supporters of the 

 
11 Incipit of “No Other Club” can be found on page 27. 
 
12 The direct quote is “…and by rehearsal, I mean a very loose word for what we do which is 
have drums, we drink beer, and we’re hanging out…”; Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick 
Gillock, November 2020. 
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impending chant, unifying the group behind a collective movement. The last steps in the 

creative process are introducing the chant to the group, typically during a pregame meeting, 

testing the chant’s accessibility, and finally attempting it during the course of a live game.13  

 The practice of a coordinated group honing a musical repertoire while a segment of 

the members is aided and enabled by free-flowing alcoholic beverages harkens back to 

images and sounds surrounding seventeenth-century tavern singing. Drinking songs served a 

strict social function, uniting the men gathering for a drink through the practice of communal 

singing. Take, for instance, the British broadside ballads which were songs designed to be 

sang at the pub on subjects relevant to their audience such as courtship, adventure, and 

political advancement.14 Similar to the modern soccer chant, these songs leaned on 

accessibility and relatability in order to help establish community. Historian Mark Hailwood 

has drawn similar parallels between drinking songs and soccer chanting, noting:  

Arguably my greatest insight into the experience of the seventeenth-century drinking 
song came not from a recording, nor any sort of forced imaginative effort. It came 
when attending a recent English football [soccer] match. Standing shoulder-to-
shoulder with fellow supporters of Bristol City, I heard the slow, repetitive beat of a 
drum, and a lone voice projecting the words to a familiar exhortation of our team’s 
quality. 
Gradually, those around me took up the song – a few knew all the lines, most could 
bellow out the chorus – and we worked our way through a boisterous rendition, 
complete with well-worn jokey asides, reaching a crescendo that delivered with it a 
swelling sense of collective solidarity and camaraderie.15 
 

 
13 Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020. 
 
14 Patricia Fumerton, Anita Guerrini, and Kris McAbee, Ballads and broadsides in Britain, 
1500-1800 (Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2010). 
15 Mark Hailwood, “’Come hear this ditty’: Seventeenth-Century Drinking Songs and the 
Challenges of Hearing the Past,” The Appendix, July 10, 2013, 
http://theappendix.net/issues/2013/7/come-hear-this-ditty-seventeenth-century-drinking-
songs-and-hearing-the-past. 
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This pub tradition has shifted to the atmosphere surrounding American soccer 

stadiums, with supporter’s sections still using physical pubs and nearby tailgates to offer a 

similar aural community along with ample libations. Sporting Kansas City even has their 

own branded tavern located in Kansas City’s bustling Power and Light District called “No 

Other Pub,” although its distance from Children’s Mercy Park hinders its ability to act as a 

consistent meeting place for The Cauldron with the supporter’s group preferring the pregame 

parking lot tailgate.16 This pub tradition in soccer is present throughout the world, with 

taverns serving as a comfortable meeting place and think tank for the fans.17 Be it The 

Bishop Blaize in Manchester,18 the Kazan pub near the Beşiktaş ferry pier in Istanbul,19 or 

any of Sporting Kansas City’s fifteen pub partners – each of which commits to cater to 

Sporting Kansas City fans on every away matchday by offering a place to gather and watch 

the game20 – the building of a social group within the confines of the public house continues 

to have an impact on soccer culture.  

 
16 “No Other Pub” is located in downtown Kansas City, Missouri, whereas Children’s Mercy 
Park is located in a more suburban area of Kansas City, Kansas. The two are roughly fifteen 
miles, or an eighteen-minute drive, apart. It is not feasible to travel between the two on foot. 
 
17 Excluding countries with stringent alcohol consumption laws. 
 
18 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “‘Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and 
identity in football chants and fandom,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 132. 
 
19 Meri Kytö, “‘We are the rebellious voice of the terraces, we are Çarşı’: constructing a 
football supporter group through sound,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 78. 
 
20 Sam Kovzan, “Sporting Announces Official Pub Partners for 2020 Season,” Sporting 
Kansas City, January 30, 2020, https://www.sportingkc.com/post/2020/01/30/sporting-
announces-official-pub-partners-2020-season. 
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Clubs with deeper roots than Sporting Kansas City possess a history that continues to 

be passed on among family and friends.21 Given more time and another generation of 

American soccer fans, many Major League Soccer franchises may achieve a similar level of 

tradition. From a more global lens, every club’s repertoire has been born through a variety of 

circumstances leading to the importation, adaptation, invention, and implementation of each 

specific chant. Liverpool F.C.’s roaring chorus of Gerry and the Pacemakers’ “You’ll Never 

Walk Alone,” historically sung at the beginning of each home match as well as being 

inscribed on their coat of arms, gained a deeper emotional weight following the Hillsborough 

disaster in which ninety-six Liverpool fans were crushed to death due to overcrowding at 

Sheffield’s Hillsborough Stadium during an FA Cup match in 1989.22 This anthem became a 

rallying cry for support and remembrance with the titular phrase being inscribed on the 

Hillsborough Stadium memorial and renditions of the chant ringing out at public anniversary 

memorials. Portsmouth F.C.’s “Pompey Chimes” derives its repetitive melody from the 

Westminster Quarters chimed out by the nearby Guildhall clock tower during the late 

nineteenth century, with fans embracing the loud and steady commercial sound and weaving 

it into their repertoire.23 Jimmy Hill, then the manager of Coventry City F.C., wrote the now-

 
21 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “’Shall we sing a song for you?’: mediation, migration and 
identity in football chants and fandom,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 132. 
 
22 Amy Tikkanen, “Hillsborough disaster,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, April 8, 2010, 
https://www.britannica.com/event/Hillsborough-disaster. 
 
23 Pieter Schoonderwoerd, “’Shall we sing a song for you?’,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, no. 1 
(January 2011): 125. 
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iconic chant “Sky Blue Song” set to an Eton College Boating Song melody, as part of a club-

wide rebirth and marketing campaign seeking to rejuvenate their fanbase.24 

Outside of Western Europe, Western Sydney Wanderers, the team adopted by many 

of Sydney’s growingly vocal multicultural population, employs a variety of chants to 

emphasize their place in the world (and in the greater Sydney metropolis) such as “We are 

the Terrace,” imported from the Buenos Aires club River Plate and “This City We Own,” 

adapted from the tune “Rivers of Babylon” from Jamaican reggae group, “The Melodians” 

and popularized by Greece’s Panathinaikos F.C.25 The construction of chant repertoire in 

Australia shares some general similarities with that of the United States, building on largely 

imported traditions used to highlight a regional identity. The two nations have trod similar 

paths on their way to modern soccer fandom. Australia formed their first national league in 

1977 in response to their first qualification for the 1974 FIFA World Cup and their current 

league, the A-League, was established in 2004.26 Both leagues operate as insular 

communities, eschewing the global practice of promotion and relegation in favor of a more 

financially stable franchise model. The melancholy melodies of Beşiktaş J.K., such as 

“Yağmurlu bir günde (On a Rainy Day),” offer a different take on the communal chant that 

emphasizes the emotional lyrical content as an expression of the intense spiritual connection 

 
24 Brent DiCrescenzo, “The Song Remains in the Game,” Soccer Digest vol. 23, no. 6 
(Feb/Mar 2001). 
 
25 Jorge Knijnik, “Imagining a multicultural community in an everyday football carnival: 
Chants, identity and social resistance on Western Sydney terraces,” International Review for 
the Sociology of Sport vol. 53, no. 4 (2018): 477. 
 
26 Bill Murray and Roy Hay, The World Game Downunder (Melbourne: Australian Society 
for Sports History, 2006), 120. 
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between fan and club.27 Crucially, all the aforementioned clubs’ fan groups have successfully 

used their chant repertoire to engage with one another, building a community centered on 

promoting collective ideals and communal music-making. Across the world, each club’s 

chant repertoire is created through a varied process of copy and paste, importing, adapting, 

and inventing the setlist helping them achieve their desired soundscape. Within these shared 

spaces, feelings of modern-day tribalism are embraced, creating an entity in which one is 

truly part of a much greater whole. 

There are instances of symbolic activities, such as singing and chanting, serving as 

lightning rods for identity expression throughout this manifestation of moderately-controlled 

tribalism. Joel Rookwood highlights this practice, noting how Liverpool F.C. fans engage in 

shared experiences as a way to display their civic loyalties and identification with a greater 

European culture as opposed to distinct feelings of “Englishness.” As feelings of 

disenfranchisement from England grew, so too came a reliance on sport as “the key context 

for forming and expressing identity in the city.”28 A template for the power of sport as a 

community-unifier, Liverpudlians have embraced the communal aspects of soccer as a 

perfect vessel for their distinct regional identity. This feeling permeates across the soccer 

world, with thousands of teams being viewed as embodiments of a city, neighborhood, or 

people’s character with newer professional leagues looking to established clubs in an effort 

to engender this same wedding of sport and civic pride. 

 
27 Meri Kytö, “‘We are the rebellious voice of the terraces, we are Çarşı’: constructing a 
football supporter group through sound,” Soccer & Society vol. 12, No. 1 (January 2011): 84. 
 
28 Fiona Skillen, Clive Palmer, and John Hughson, The Role of Sports in the Formation of 
Personal Identities: Studies in Community Loyalties (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 
2012), 95-116. 
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 With soccer being a firmly entrenched part of sporting culture across much of the 

world, the christening of a wholly new franchise in a top-flight professional league is 

increasingly rare.29 With Major League Soccer pushing aggressively for the creation of new 

expansion franchises in the hopes of reaching thirty-two total teams, there is an opportunity 

to document the creation of fan communities through music.30 Each new franchise provides a 

blank slate upon which an entirely new sporting culture can be written; one that reflects the 

fanbase’s demographics and local milieu. The upcoming 2021 Major League Soccer season 

will welcome the league’s twenty-seventh team, Austin F.C., and coordinated efforts have 

been made to inspire excitement and intrigue surrounding the first major professional sports 

franchise in Texas’s fourth largest city. Austin F.C. provides an excellent case study for 

efforts being made to birth an all-encompassing sporting culture, despite the uncertainty of an 

ongoing pandemic, in a league that has developed significantly since Sporting Kansas City’s 

introduction twenty-five years earlier. Austin F.C. has leaned heavily on referencing the 

city’s Hispanic population with the operative word being “Verde.” The Spanish word for 

“green” appears in virtually all press releases31, the club’s “Verde Van” has been making the 

 
29 For example, the youngest club in the 2020-21 Premier League is Leeds United F.C., 
founded in October 1919, 101 years ago. Furthermore, the only two clubs in Europe’s Big 
Five leagues – the English Premier League, the Spanish La Liga, the German Bundesliga, the 
Italian Serie A, and the French Ligue 1 – founded in the time since Major League Soccer’s 
inaugural season are Dijon F.C.O. (1998, founded as a merger between two smaller, local 
clubs) and RasenBallsport Leipzig e.V. (2009, founded following Red Bull GmbH’s 
purchasing of the club license for, and subsequent rebranding of, SSV Markranstädt). 
 
30 Sam Stejskal and Paul Tenorio, “MLS Expansion Update: Five Cities Vying for a Spot 
after Sacramento’s Setback,” The Athletic, March 11, 2021, 
https://theathletic.com/2442908/2021/03/11/mls-expansion-update/. 
 
31 Sam Stejskal, “Austin FC’s MLS Identity Is Coming Together, on the Field and off of It,” 
The Athletic, December 17, 2020, https://theathletic.com/2269430/2020/12/17/austin-fc-mls/. 
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marketing rounds by serving as a merchandise shop on wheels, and several of the club’s 

inaugural chants are written using a Spanglish hybrid, such as “Austin F.C.” from the 

“Austin Anthem Official Hymnal”: 

 Austin F.C.          
 (clap, clap, clap clap clap)        
 Vamos, El Tree!         
 (clap, clap, clap clap clap)32 
 

Other inaugural chants from the Austin Anthem supporter’s group include the repetitive, 

Spanish-language chant “Dale, Dale Austin,” a chant called “Alright (3x)” that references 

minority owner Matthew McConaughey set to the tune of the widely-used sporting chant 

“Olé, Olé, Olé,” and a repurposing of the 1989 Tom Petty perseverance anthem, “I Won’t 

Back Down.”33 A second fan group, aptly named “Los Verdes,” explicitly states the desire to 

import traditions from the Latin diaspora, specifically Mexico, Argentina, and Spain.34 For 

their inaugural season, Austin F.C. will have four separate supporters groups – the 

aforementioned Austin Anthem and Los Verdes, as well as the Burnt Orange Brigade and 

Oak Army New Braunfels – each distinct in the type of fan they attract, working loosely 

together to establish the gameday atmosphere. Austin F.C. has laid the groundwork for a fan 

culture that borrows from the international game while adapting many of the logistical 

 
32 Austin FC’s crest features a prominent oak tree, while the chant is a thinly veiled reference 
to the Mexican National Soccer Team, affectionately known as “El Tri.” 
 
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austin_FC#/media/File:Austin_FC_logo.svg 
 
33 “Austin FC Match Day,” Austin Anthem, accessed March 2021, 
https://www.austinanthem.org/matchday/. 
 
34 Michelle Sánchez, “Meet Los Verdes: Austin FC’s Most Loyal Fans,” Austin Monthly 
Magazine, January 28, 2021, https://www.austinmonthly.com/meet-los-verdes-austin-fcs-
most-loyal-fans/. 
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strategies used by established Major League Soccer clubs, all centered on the prominent use 

of communal music-making as a uniting force. It is no wonder that the debut of Austin F.C.’s 

first chants took place at the official announcement of club’s inception on January 15th, 2019; 

communal music-making and fan culture are unmistakably linked.  

While the creation of wholly new soccer franchises and supporter’s groups is 

increasingly uncommon, the relative infancy of soccer culture within a country as vast and 

diverse as the United States means there is still plenty of room in which for these traditions to 

grow and prosper. Sporting Kansas City’s chant repertoire was developed during a time 

where soccer was an “other” sport in the United States. Once viewed by many Americans as 

the sport of children, the landscape for soccer fans in 1996 was considerably scarcer than 

what is seen in 2021, as Austin F.C. hurtles towards their inaugural campaign. As Major 

League Soccer continues to introduce new franchises, these fledgling clubs will build on the 

experiences and traditions of established supporter’s groups, using the tools at their disposal 

to craft the communal music-making repertoire that represents their city and club carefully. A 

simple YouTube search for “soccer chants” yields hundreds of results, providing a veritable 

gold mine of potential source material; narrowed searches can help pinpoint that perfect 

chant for the specific group and situation. Be it Kansas City, Austin, Portland, Columbus, or 

future franchises such as Charlotte and St. Louis, communal music-making has found its 

voice in this most unusual of spaces and will continue to be on display for many years to 

come, with its song having a chance to be on full display at the 2026 FIFA World Cup. The 

1994 FIFA World Cup spawned Major League Soccer, giving rise to groups like The 

Cauldron and their ever-growing fan culture; in 2026, the world will see just how far we’ve 

come. 
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Chapter 5 – Stoppage Time 

 

At the beginning of this thesis, I set out to address three interlinked questions about 

communal music-making: What can we learn about the community within The Cauldron 

through their chant repertoire and music-making? How does the global exchange of music 

show us what aspects of music are important to soccer fans? And what can music usage tell 

us about the American sporting culture at large? Through countless hours of collection and 

analysis of audio data, immersive first-hand observations, one-on-one interviews, and 

secondary research and theory review, two critical answers emerged. 

First, communal music-making is the most integral to soccer among America’s 

professional sports offerings. Soccer has a song. It is loud, repetitive, often off-key, 

communal, and profoundly beautiful. Attendance at a soccer match offers spectators a sonic 

experience that is significantly different than what can be heard in America’s other 

professional sports. Baseball, basketball, and gridiron football are entrenched in traditions 

that carefully structure the fan experience. Aural offerings are largely guided by prerecorded 

tracks selected by staff members ahead of game time while fan-driven communal music-

making is primarily limited to short, traditional cheerleader-lead rhythmic chants and the 

songs played by military-tinged marching bands. For decades these traditions were the 

American sports experience. Inspired by its ancestor’s global beginnings, Major League 

Soccer eagerly returned aural ownership to the people in the form of rambunctious 

supporter’s groups. Within these supporter’s groups, such as Sporting Kansas City’s “The 

Cauldron,” communal music-making was elevated to an indispensable level. Rhythmic and 

melodic chants, created and proliferated by fans, are widely celebrated within the confines of 
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America’s soccer stadiums. Chants in soccer serve obvious functional roles such as cheering 

on one’s team as they pursue a victory, praising the team’s players who are viewed as 

extension of a fans’ family, and creating an atmosphere that is intimidating to opponents so 

as to, theoretically, increase the likelihood of an opponent’s mistakes and resultant defeat. 

But analysis of the chants’ compositional and lyrical make-up reveals a latent role of 

reinforcing typical American athletic virtues including togetherness, ownership of a fan’s 

role, and loyalty to one’s club. It is clear that, in the modern age, communal music-making is 

the most integral to the soccer gameday experience compared to that of any other major 

American professional sport. 

Second, communal music-making in soccer carries on the traditions of its global roots 

while simultaneously promoting the ongoing globalization of its modern culture. Soccer, like 

so many aspects of America, is an import. As such, it was viewed for years as an inherently 

less-American sport than the traditional offerings of baseball, basketball, and gridiron 

football. Despite this distinction, soccer continued to make inroads within both the native and 

immigrant communities, building a significant head of steam that crescendoed into the 1994 

FIFA World Cup, the fruit of which bore America’s current professional soccer league, 

Major League Soccer. Within this league, soccer has increasingly embraced its global roots, 

perhaps most evidently in the chant repertoire used by each club’s supporter’s groups. The 

chant offerings, many of which are borrowed from the traditions of storied clubs located in 

Europe and Latin America, highlight the reach of a truly global game. Sporting Kansas City’s 

repertoire contains chants originating in England, the Netherlands, and Peru, just to name a 

few. As Major League Soccer has continued to grow, its clubs have become increasingly 

vocal in their attempts to represent an America that is changing, amplifying the voices that 
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add depth to America’s tapestry. The result is a communal music-making landscape that 

combines the roots of American professional sports with the imported practices from abroad, 

yielding a distinct form of globalized entertainment. The successes and stumbles of previous 

Major League Soccer clubs in their quest for fan engagement provide newer fanbases a 

template for success, a blueprint for a club culture that represents a locale and its populous. 

Recent league additions like Los Angeles F.C. (debuted 2018) and Austin F.C. (debuting 

2021) have contributed to this trend by making concerted efforts to appeal to members of the 

Latin American community, in the hopes of developing a fan culture that represents their 

cities, as opposed to a sterile environment created in a prerecorded lab. 

Creating an inclusive club that hooks the hearts of a community in not an easy task. 

Three franchises have dissolved in the league’s history – the Tampa Bay Mutiny and Miami 

Fusion in 2001, and the disastrous Chivas USA in 2014 – showing that fan interest is not a 

guarantee and indifference can always be lurking around the corner. Furthermore, communal 

music-making itself does not ensure a successfully run franchise, but it is clear that a vibrant 

supporter’s group enhances the gameday experience for fanatics and casual viewers alike. 

Given time, these traditions will seep into the consciousness of American sports fans as 

soccer’s popularity continues to rise and its practices become less foreign to the average 

viewer. The Cauldron provides a stable case study for this development. Nestled in 

America’s heartland, there is little that says Kansas City should serve as a launchpad for 

soccer culture and yet, through the cultivation of an engaged fan culture built around The 
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Cauldron, this city has become a hub of soccer activity. Kansas City’s tourism department 

even goes as far as to promote themselves as the “Soccer Capital of America.”1 

This thesis represents a significant leap forward in the academic exploration of soccer 

culture in America with a particular focus on its aspects of communal music-making. As 

Major League Soccer continues to grow and generational biases towards soccer continue to 

dissipate, this culture will only grow stronger and more assured. Eyes and ears will be open 

as the sport marches towards its world showcase in 2026, providing a litmus test of its ability 

to sustain a fervor and intrigue that will likely have never been higher. My time with The 

Cauldron helped stoke a fire that had been burning for some time, answering some questions 

while sparking new ones as well. Further exploration of chant could lead to additional 

fascinating discoveries, such as following the proliferation of commonly-used chants across 

time and geographic area, tracking chant usage over the course of an entire season to draw 

conclusions about the chants that most define a club or its supporter’s group, or analyzing the 

aural stimuli occurring before major moments in the course of a game in an attempt to draw 

conclusions about the actual influence fans may have on the course of an athletic 

competition.2 As this thesis comes to a close, I’ll leave with one parting thought. Music is 

globally omnipresent, while soccer is, arguably, the most accessible team sport in  

the world, providing society with a truly global game. The link between music and sports is 

often dismissed and the two traditions are typically considered in isolation from each other, 

 
1 “Kansas City Is the Soccer Capital of America,” VisitKC, 
https://www.visitkc.com/visitors/things-do/welcome-soccer-capital-
america#:~:text=Kansas%20City%20is%20the%20Soccer,19%20can%20be%20found%20h
ere. 
 
2 These major events could include goals scored by either team, or controversial refereeing 
decisions such as penalty kicks or red cards issued. 
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but in examining the marriage of the two, we can see a tradition that relishes both its 

individuality and universality, a tradition that is both local and global, a tradition that is for 

all. 
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APPENDIX 

Chant Composition Chart 

Chant Name 
Measures 
Excluding 
Repeats 

Range (based on 
transcription) 

Largest 
Interval 

Ain't Nobody Gonna Stop Us 
Now 8 B - F# (P5) M3 

Blow the Whistle 2   
Busio 1   

Come on Sporting 8 D# - E (m9) P5 
Dos a Cero 2   

Here We Go 8 G - Eb (m6) P4 
Hey, Keep 2   
I Believe 5   

Just Can't Get Enough 12 G - D (P5) M3 
Little Willie 2   

No Other Club 12 B - F# (P5) M3 
Oh, KC Wiz 7 A - Eb (d5) M3 

Oh, When the Wiz 8 A - E (P5) P5 
Shots 4   

Sporting, Sporting KC 8 F# - F# (8ve) P4 
Sporting! 2   

Sporting! KC! "wave" 2   
Tim Melia 4 B - E (P4) M2 

Vamos 8 C# - F# (P4) P4 
Vermes' Army 8 D - D (8ve) m6 
Victory Project 1   

We Are KC Wiz 2   
We Love Ya 16 Bb - Eb (P4) P4 

We Want Another One 4   
We Want the Cup 2 B - E (P4) P4 

Whoa! 8 A - G (m7) P5 
You Don't Know What You're 

Doing 2   
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Minute by Minute Chant Analysis:  

Sporting Kansas City vs. San Jose Earthquakes, November 22, 2020 

 

Minute Mark 
(In Game 

Time) 
Chant Occurrence 

of Chant 

pregame Sporting! 1 
pregame Victory Project 1 
pregame No Other Club 1 
pregame Sporting! 2 
pregame Whoa! 1 
pregame I Believe 1 

1' Here We Go 1 
1' Sporting! 3 
2' We Love Ya 1 
4' Shots 1 
4' GOAL - Kansas City 
5' Ain't Nobody Gonna Stop Us Now 1 
5' We Want Another One 1 
6' Whoa! 2 
6' We Want Another One 2 
9' Sporting! 4 
12' Sporting, Sporting Kansas City 1 
15' Vermes' Army 1 
16' Sporting! KC! "wave" 1 
17' Shots 2 
18' Sporting! KC! "wave" 2 
20' Whoa! 3 
20' Sporting! 5 
22' GOAL - San Jose 
22' We Love Ya 2 
24' We Are KC Wiz 1 
26' Vamos 1 
28' Shots 3 
32' Oh, KC Wiz 1 
33' Sporting! 6 
34' GOAL - San Jose 
34' We Love Ya 3 
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42' Sporting! 7 
HALFTIME 

46' Here We Go 2 
46' Whoa! 4 
47' Shots 4 
47' GOAL - Kansas City 
48' I Believe 2 
49' Sporting! 8 
51' We Love Ya 4 
52' Sporting! 9 
52' We Are KC Wiz 2 
56' Come on Sporting 1 
58' Vamos 2 
60' No Other Club 2 
61' Shots 5 
64' Vermes' Army 2 
65' Tim Melia 1 
68' We Love Ya 5 
70' Shots 6 
72' Whoa! 5 
74' We Are KC Wiz 3 
75' Sporting! 9 
76' Whoa! 6 
77' We Love Ya 6 
80' Sporting! 10 
82' Oh, KC Wiz 2 
83' Sporting! 11 
85' Shots 7 
87' We Want the Cup 1 
88' Whoa! 7 
90' We Are KC Wiz 4 

90+1' GOAL - Kansas City 
90+2' Ain't Nobody Gonna Stop Us Now 2 
90+4' No Other Club 3 
90+5' We Want the Cup 2 
90+6' Blow the Whistle 1 
90+7' GOAL - San Jose 
90+7' We Love Ya 7 

EXTRA TIME 
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91' Here We Go 3 
91' Sporting! 12 
93' Whoa! 8 
95' Sporting! KC! "wave" 3 
96' Come on Sporting 2 
97' Shots 8 
98' Shots 9 
99' Sporting, Sporting Kansas City 2 
101' Come on Sporting 3 
103' Just Can't Get Enough 1 
104' Vamos 3 
105' Shots 10 

EXTRA TIME HALFTIME 
106' Here We Go 4 
106' Sporting! 13 
107' Come on Sporting 4 
108' We Want Another One 3 
109' We Love Ya 8 
111' Vermes' Army 3 
112' We Are KC Wiz 5 
112' Shots 11 
113' Tim Melia 2 
116' No Other Club 4 
118' Shots 12 
119' We Love Ya 9 
120' Sporting! 14 

120+1' Come on Sporting 5 
PENALTY KICKS 

penalties I Believe 3 
FULL TIME 

postgame Oh, When the Wiz 1 
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Chant Occurrence Graph: 

Sporting Kansas City vs. San Jose Earthquakes, November 22, 2020 
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Interview Excerpt Transcript: 

Josue Molina, interviewed by Nick Gillock, November 2020 

 

Interview conducted and recorded via Zoom. 

 

NG: Well, thank you so much for agreeing to do this interview and help me out with this. It 

has been a fun process to get to kind of explore two things that I love at the same time. 

 

JM: Oh man, you’re about to open a can of worms here when it comes as far as culture and 

chants and where people get chants from. I don’t know what your scope is, but I’m excited to 

talk about this. 

 

NG: Yeah, absolutely. Two kind of quick things just off the bat that I’m like required to 

state. We are still pending IRB review which means that the University has it on the docket 

to approve the research for publication, once that’s done we should be good, we don’t think 

there will be any hang up with that. And the other thing, just to ask you, is it ok with you if I 

quote you in the body of the research? 

 

JM: Absolutely, yeah. 

 

NG: Awesome. And then, this meeting is being recorded. That is just for my benefit to go 

back so I don’t have to try and dictate everything that is happening in real time. It won’t be 

published anywhere. 
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JM: Sounds good. 

 

NG: And I’m going to try to just kind of throw some questions at you and be respectful of 

your time with all that. So, your official role within The Cauldron, is there a title that goes 

with it or are you sort of like an unofficial head? 

 

JM: So, currently I am the President of The Cauldron. So two years ago - three years ago? - 

it’s hard, all the seasons start blending together - a few years ago a few people on the board - 

so we’re a non-profit c7 I believe - and a few years ago everyone, we had three board 

members kind of resign so it left a few of us there and I just, I had the experience with being 

a teacher and being a music teacher, so it just kind of felt like a natural progression for us to 

go with me as the President. That and another guy just had a baby and the other guy doesn't 

have a Facebook, so it was a weird situation, but before that I spent 5 years being the Head 

Capo. It’s an unofficial title that is still official, it’s weird. We don’t like to have titles 

because then people, like, feel like that’s a sense of power when you don’t have any power. 

You do get the lead, you are leading something, but it’s very much a democratic kind of 

thing when it comes to the games. So I was the center Capo, basically I was responsible back 

then to train the drummers on the drum cadences or drum accompaniments that we were 

doing and find songs for us to do, or make up songs for us to do, and teach them. That’s the 

hard part, teaching the new songs to our members in the stands. So, yeah, currently President, 

former Capo. I still make appearances in Capo every once and a while at the games. Right 

now, during the pandemic, I’ve been playing a drum and capo-ing at the same time. It’s been 
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ridiculous. I like it, it brings us back to the days when we used to do Open Cup games are 

there are a hundred people in The Cauldron section and we just had to kind of mess around 

and do just random funny stuff and it kind of goes back to that, which it’s been kind of fun 

doing. 

 

NG: Did you always have an interest in soccer? Or kind of, what drew you to the 

participation within this organized group? 

 

JM: So, I played soccer in elementary school, middle school, high school. I was never really 

great at it, but I loved playing soccer and I loved going to soccer games. So, I was 10 or 11 

years old when I went to my first professional soccer game at Arrowhead [Stadium] when the 

Wiz started and I’ve always been a Wiz, Wizards, Sporting fan and tried to make it to as 

many games as possible. I went to college for four years and didn’t make it out to a lot of 

games and when Sporting rebranded and built the stadium [Children’s Mercy Park] I was like 

‘whelp, I’m a first-year teacher. I have some money. Let’s do the season tickets. Let’s go out 

there and invest and if it sucks then we don’t ever have to go back again. I’ll just sell my 

tickets and won’t ever have to do it again.’ What happened was, I loved it. I absolutely loved 

it. There were a few guys who got me more involved. One of them is Sean Dane who is still 

kind of around in the area, another one was Jeff Zanek, and those two were the unofficial 

leaders of The Cauldron when I joined. And another guy, Hector, was the guy who was - 

Hector is super Mexican and just an awesome guy, full of energy - he’s the guy who, if 

you’ve been out to games, he wears the headdress. He put out callouts like ‘Hey, does 

anyone play an instrument?’ and I was like ‘Well, I play trombone’ and he was like ‘Oh, you 
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got to bring your trombone out to the next game.’ So I dragged my feet and then eventually I 

did. This was all still in the first season and basically I just started playing the chants on the 

trombone and helping to lead unofficially. Just like ‘I have the trombone, I’m going to stand 

kind of by the drums and help lead with the trombone’ and then the next year those guys 

asked me to join them in the middle officially and be part of the drummer group and the 

Capo group. And, gosh, third year is when I started taking over on the stand and started 

leading the chants myself and teaching and doing all that stuff just because, it was a natural 

progression, like I was there, I was reliable, I showed up to every game, and I wanted to do 

more than just watch the game and chant. I wanted to help organize. I knew that I had that in 

me. I knew that I had those leadership qualities because I’ve ran a band program and running 

The Cauldron versus running my band program is a breeze - it’s easy. There are still 

challenges and everything but it’s much easier than trying to put together a 7 or 8 minute 

polished [marching band] show and then go compete. This was a breeze compared to that. 

So, that’s how I got into kind of being a Sporting supporter and then got into the leadership 

side of it and yeah, then you heard my story. We started a nonprofit organization. Sean Dane 

was our first President officially of the nonprofit and they asked me to join the board 

because, once again, I was around, I was reliable, when things needed to get done they called 

me and my brother and we always got stuff done - tifo painting, getting the drummers 

together, fixing drums, doing all that stuff, that was what I loved doing. I loved creating that 

atmosphere of the stadium and making it really enjoyable and making it an experience, not 

just like ‘Oh I’m going to go watch the game,’ no, it’s like you come home from the game 

and you’re buzzing. That’s what we want to be able to create. 
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NG: Absolutely. Now, you mentioned the trombone. I’ve noticed, and I think a lot of this is 

in part due to COVID restrictions being placed in, but it looks like in the current situation we 

just have the bass drum and the tom and it looks like it is [placed] further back. What is 

missing from the normal instrumentation? 

 

JM: There are a lot of things missing. So we usually have a trumpet and another trombone 

player, so we have another band director who brings his trombone. When I became President, 

I tried to Capo and be President at the same time and it was crazy because I would have to go 

deal with security or someone would want to talk to me for 30 minutes and this and that and I 

would get pulled away so I stopped doing it as I trained someone else to do it and he’s been 

doing a nice job. But with COVID, basically all my drummers were just like ‘Hey, we want 

to be out there, but we don’t think it’s safe’ and I was like ‘Hey, that’s fine. That’s ok.’ and 

our initial statement - we put out an official statement from The Cauldron - saying ‘Hey, we 

really, really want to be out there, but with the way that The Cauldron is, it literally is the 

opposite of everything that COVID restrictions want us to do, like we want to stand shoulder 

to shoulder with each other, we want to [inaudible], we want to be in each other’s personal 

space, but it just wasn’t going to happen. So, the first three home games, I went out to the 

first and the third one just to kind of figure out where, if we were going to do it, where we 

were going to put them. I still wasn’t sold on us doing it, but I was impressed with how the 

stadium was handling the COVID guidelines. They were enforcing them. They kicked out a 

few people out of the section that weren’t wearing their mask correctly. They were like ‘Hey, 

you don’t have to be here. Bye.’ And I was like ‘Ok, we can do this’ so we moved the drums 

further back so they would be a little louder, that way they had more surface area to bounce 
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off of. We have the pillar right next to us, we have the wall, even though it has holes in it, 

and then the bridge. So, theoretically, the sound would just bounce out a little better versus it 

being down in front, since we had a smaller drum [section]. So we have the bass drum, we 

actually have a snare drum up there, too, and it's basically been me or Hector or this guy 

named Dan have been kind of in the section doing the drums. So we’ve been keeping it very 

limited - basically three of us within a cordoned off last four rows in [section] M5 and, yeah, 

that’s why we moved them back. And we wanted to kind of be away from people. We know 

that people like to flock down to the front and we were like ‘Let’s get away from that. Let’s 

put them in the back of the section and we’ll keep the back row empty, fill in the first two 

rows, and then we can still spread out and even if someone comes and stops and talks to us 

we’ll still be six feet away from each other’. That’s how that’s changed and the atmosphere 

has been completely different. It’s more laid back. We’re not chanting for 90 minutes, we’re 

not going crazy for 90 minutes, and the amount of chants in the repertoire is much more 

condensed. So we do stuff that can be easily picked up on or easily caught and nothing too 

crazy at the moment. 

 

NG: Now, did The Cauldron in its current iteration exist before the new stadium [Children’s 

Mercy Park]? I can’t remember if it had a presence in Arrowhead. 

 

JM: It did, it did. It’s been since the second year in Arrowhead there’s been some version of 

The Cauldron. So, you might have to quote someone else on this, I know a lot of the history, 

but there are other people who know it way better than me because they were there and not 

11 years old. So it started off with a group called the Hillside Syndicate run by Sam Pierron 
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[sp?] who works for the team right now, actually, and he’s a wonderful guy. He also was the 

guy who spearheaded the Supporters Shield, creating the Supporters Shield, the first one and 

the second one. He was a big part of that. It was basically his brain-child. So, they started off 

with him at Arrowhead. It was a section of Arrowhead that they started calling The Cauldron 

because we were the Wizards back then and basically his idea was he wanted to bring some 

sort of European atmosphere to Sporting because in England and Germany and France this 

supporter’s culture has been around for a hundred years. For us, it was brand new. We had 

The Cauldron, we also had the Argentinians who would be in the back of the end zone kind 

of just banging away and doing their thing, too. So there was kind of two groups there in 

Arrowhead when we were at Arrowhead, but The Cauldron got bigger. I think at its peak 

between Arrowhead and CAB [Community America Ballpark], I think they had about 500 

members which was the peak there and they were great. They weren’t necessarily a nonprofit 

at that point and time. I think it was still very much a loose organization. They did have 

Presidents and stuff that would help run and help with organizing tickets, organizing drums 

and banners and all this stuff, but the nonprofit really helped with all that stuff. I forgot when 

we incorporated - 2013, 2012 I think maybe is when we finally decided to pull the trigger on 

doing a nonprofit and getting those tax benefits and be a little more legit. But yeah, it has 

existed, there’s been, I think, 9 of us being kind of different Presidents of The Cauldron. We 

all got together one day and it was weird. I was just like ‘This is a lot of history in this room. 

Also, a lot of weight in this room. Just big dudes.’ So yeah, it existed before. 

 

NG: Awesome. So, what do you believe The Cauldron’s role is within the structure of 

[Sporting] Kansas City? Is there a definitive goal along with just establishing the 
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atmosphere? Is there something you seek to do beyond just establishing a fun atmosphere for 

the games? 

 

JM: Yeah, I mean, obviously the atmosphere is the first and foremost. Like we want to make 

it an intimidating environment for opposing teams to come in. We’re, you know, less than ten 

feet from the field in our first row. We want to make sure that they [the opponent] hate 

coming here and that they dread coming here and that every moment - from the moment they 

step off the bus, to the moment they get back to the bus - is miserable. On a grander scheme 

of things, we want to be an open community for anyone who enjoys soccer. It doesn’t matter 

if you are - in this weird political climate that we are in - it doesn’t matter if you are a liberal 

or a conservative, as long as you believe the ideals of enjoying the soccer game for what it is 

and not discriminating against people for the basis of race, sexual orientation, and all those 

things. We had a big hoopla about the Iron Front last year. We had a bunch of hoopla about a 

bunch of other weird political stuff that we just believe are human rights, like basic human 

things that we need to be focusing on. There are little things that we do throughout the year, 

like every year we do a t-shirt or scarf design for the Anti-Violence Project in Kansas City 

and I guess overall is that we want to make Kansas City a better place. Everyone loves 

Kansas City. That’s why we support Sporting. A lot of Sporting fans are also [Kansas City] 

Royals fans, are also [Kansas City] Chiefs fans, and for us anything we can do to make our 

city better is going to make everything better. So, that’s what we’re trying to do. We are also 

involved in trying to raise money for futsal courts. We partner up with Chicken & Pickle and 

a team of other partners for us to raise money to create more spaces [inaudible] for more 

children and young players to get more time playing because futsal is this big sport in Latin 
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America and in Europe that really hasn’t picked up here, which is crazy because it is like the 

most basic form of our game that can be played anywhere. You don’t have to have special 

equipment, you don’t have to have grass, you can just do it on pavement, it’s wonderful. So, 

our big overreaching goal is to make Kansas City a better place to be. 

 

NG: So you talked about the inclusivity and bringing in new members. When somebody new 

to The Cauldron comes in, is there printed material or anything that they have access to or is 

the initiation kind of just by rote learning - you’re going to learn it as you listen going 

through the game? 

 

JM: So, it’s definitely a little bit of both. We have, usually at the beginning of the season we 

try to put down all of the chants that we could possibly do on a .pdf and put it, share it in our 

Facebook group. We don’t really share it out in the world just because people are mean. I’ve 

been guilty of this - I looked at Austin FC’s chant sheet and I was like ‘Oh, bullshit, this is 

stupid’ - but they would have done the same thing to our chant sheet, too. So, it’s not 

something that’s widely available but it is something that if someone asks for it, we kind of 

have copies of it at the stadium. We’ll print off 500 sheets and cut them in half so we actually 

have 1,000 song sheets out there that we can give them. Our website has some of the lyrics, 

but not all of them. It’s been something that we’ve been trying to fix our website, but for 

some reason every time it comes up, we’re like ‘I guess we’ll do it later’. And, you know, on 

YouTube you can find a lot of our chants and yeah, sometimes it just takes going to the 

stadium and experiencing it and being like ‘Hey, what was that chant?’ and asking the person 

next to them, which is kind of what I like - is people asking other people who’ve been there 
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before to explain ‘Hey, what’s that chant about? and building that community that way, too. 

So, rote learning, we do have paper stuff, and then you can find it electronically, usually, if 

you dig deep enough. 

 

NG: Are there chants still in the repertoire that have been around for eons since the 

Arrowhead days? 

 

JM: Yes. So, a chant called ‘We Love Ya’ which is a popular chant. Everyone, well not 

everyone in MLS [Major League Soccer],, but a lot of people in MLS use it. I think Philly 

still does it, New York definitely still does it, and I couldn’t tell you who was the first person, 

first group in MLS to do it. I know Celtic have used it for years, the US National Team uses 

it, but I couldn’t tell you if they got it from us in Kansas City or if we got it from them. I’m 

pretty sure they got it from us, with AO’s [American Outlaws] first official, or second 

chapter was in Kansas City. They kind of use a lot of our chants and a lot of people give us 

crap about it on Twitter like ‘Oh, you guys just do National Team chants’. How about it’s the 

other way around, they do our chants. Like, ‘I Believe’ was a National Team chant, but we 

made it actually bigger and more famous than anything that the National Team had ever 

done, and they give credit to the National Team even though the chant was created by the 

Navy Midshipmen, I believe. So, by the way, that’s how every chant is. It’s like it was 

created by other people, but we have some original ones of our own - I believe original 

chants, from what I’ve been told. It is all Cauldron folklore at this point. So, ‘We Love Ya’ is 

one of them. ‘Sporting, Sporting Kansas City’ based off of the ‘Battle Hymn of the Republic’ 

which is a Manchester United chant, I guess. ‘Carefree’ which is a Chelsea chant. I’m trying 
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to think of other stuff. There is the ‘Oh, KC Wiz’ which I call ‘Number 2’ because it’s easier 

because it’s so loud [inaudible] and the drummers know what they’re doing. And then 

there’s, I forget what they call it, the ‘Italian chant’ maybe, the ‘Oh’ chant. I couldn’t even 

tell you where that originated from. It is on a France ‘98 song, like the CD when they 

released the album from the World Cup. It’s on that CD, but I’m not sure if that’s where we 

got it from or where it actually came from. Those are kind of our core group that have been 

around for a long time. And then two of the fan favorites are ‘Bastard Referee’, which I 

think, I’m not sure if it started here in Kansas City - people have told me that - but it’s a 

wonderful chant. It really gets people going where you’re really pissed off at - for some 

reason, any time you get to call someone a bastard at a soccer game people get really behind 

that, I don’t know. And then the other one - what is it called? - ‘Wings of a Sparrow’. You 

know that chant? It’s wonderful, talking about crapping on our opponents down below, so I 

believe that one is original to Kansas City, but I’m not sure when it started. It was all, all 

these chants were already here when I was Capo leader in the middle of the decade. So, yeah, 

those are definitely ones that came from Arrowhead and CAB. And then there are a bunch of 

new ones that we’ve tried to do, which have been great. 

 

NG: And that kind of leads into my next question here. Is The Cauldron actively seeking to 

update chant repertoire and, if so, what does, like, the process look like for getting a chant 

into the repertoire? 

 

JM: So, what I like to tell people is that, if you have a chant, if you have a chant idea, here’s 

what you do. You need to teach it to four other people and if they can learn it, then it is 
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probably a good chant, if they can learn it on the second try it's probably going to be ok, 

because we have to think ‘Ok, when we’re teaching new chants it’s going to be before the 

game, and before the game people are going to be drinking so, ok, a bunch of drunk people 

trying to learn a new song, this is going to be really interesting’. So that’s what I tell people, 

but the process basically is any person in The Cauldron can be like ‘Hey, I have a chant idea’ 

and we’ll kind of vet it that way, like ‘Hey, let’s try to teach this to a few people at the 

tailgate and see how it goes.’ If it doesn’t go well then we don’t do it. If it goes well then we 

try to do it in the stadium before the game starts to teach it, and it gets hard to do that: one, 

because I hate it and it seems like I have been the only one that’s done it forever, but it 

requires people, it requires you to get into the stadium early and then re-doing it 15,000 

times. And then the first time you do it in a game it’s going to suck and then having to just 

keep repeating it, keep trying to force it in there into the repertoire for it to happen. There’s 

other chants that are just created on the fly in the stadium. The ‘Tim Melia’ chant was not 

one that was like vetted or anything, someone just started doing that, and then the group did 

it, and then it just spread throughout the section which was really, really fun. I’m trying to 

think of another one that came out like that. I don’t know, the Fountain City Ultras always do 

something funny and clever which like ten people hear and then I’m just like ‘Ah, that was 

great, you should’ve just done it for another three seconds and we would’ve had more people 

doing it.’ Other ways that we’ve come up with chants is we’ve found a melody that we enjoy, 

or a chant that we’ve seen that we like, and just retooling the words to it. For ‘No Other 

Club’ it was me going down the wormhole of just being on YouTube watching different 

supporter’s songs and I landed on Ajax - where’s Ajax? 
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NG: Netherlands 

 

JM: Netherlands, sorry. And, if you listen to, if you watch a lot of the Ajax stuff on 

YouTube, you’ll start finding Seattle Sounders chants, you’ll start finding Portland Timbers 

chants and it’s like ‘Oh, oh ok Portland Timbers, you’re not as inventive as you thought you 

were’ and I’ve told that to their President’s face before and I was like ‘Hey guys, I know 

where this is from’. And, so, ‘No Other Club’, we saw that and it was in Dutch, the lyrics, 

and I was just like ‘Hey, do I know anyone who speaks Dutch? Eh, it doesn’t matter, we 

don’t need to know the words to it’ and I vividly remember doing the first part of that chant 

in my living room with my brother and our roommate at the time, Zach, and just being like 

‘Hey, what do you guys think about this? No Other Club but SKC’ [inaudible] ‘No Other 

Club (clap clap) but SKC (clap clap), but what are we going to finish this off with?’ And we 

sat there for, I don’t know, an hour trying to figure out what the last two lines were going to 

be, and it seems completely logical now, like ‘For the Glory of the City,’ but I was trying to 

stay away that because I was like ‘Eh, that’s kind of our Open Cup kind of theme. I don’t 

want to have a chant based around that one thing and make it so people only think about the 

Open Cup when they do this chant.’ So, we took it to the drummers, we had a little rehearsal 

- and by rehearsal, I mean a very loose word for what we do which is have drums, we 

drink  beer, and we’re hanging out - and just like ‘Alright, here’s this chant, here’s the video 

of the chant from the Dutch group, here’s the lyrics I have so far’ and immediately they’re all 

just like ‘For the Glory of the City, let’s do that’. And that’s become a big stable within our 

organization. It’s been a really massive chant for everyone because, I mean there’s different 

parts to that chant, the fact that when we start that chant it isn’t just when we start right off 
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the bat, there’s prep to that. You have to get everyone quiet-ish, you’ve got to tell everyone 

to get their hands up which, everyone knows what is about to happen when we tell everyone 

to get their hands up, and then we start the chant and it’s usually pretty good, usually pretty 

awesome and people can kind of get behind those lyrics, you know, there’s no other club that 

we would rather be supporting, there’s no other place on Earth where we’d rather be, there’s 

no other, like you can use that phrase a bunch of different ways. You can brand a whole bar 

by it, or a whole bus. That’s how ‘No Other Club’ becomes popular that way. There’s other 

chants that we’ve tried in the stadium that I think will work but we just need to do them a 

thousand more times. One based off of Simon and Garfunkel’s ‘Mrs. Robinson,’ you know, 

‘Here’s to you famous Sporting blue’ - I forgot the rest of it. That’s the problem, too. When 

you’re drunk and trying to think it becomes an issue like ‘I forgot the words. I have no idea 

how this chant goes anymore.’ So, yeah, they can come up, basically those few ways. One, it 

can just happen naturally in the stadium. Two, we can kind of vet it and choose and try to be 

really clever about picking the phrase. Or we can just do a chant that everyone knows and 

they’ve seen on TV before and seen on YouTube before like ‘I Just Can’t Get Enough’ - a 

big Celtic chant, a massive Celtic chant, and people like it. ‘Twist and Shout’ is another one 

that got brought up a few years ago and works really well. We didn’t teach anyone that, we 

just started doing it in the stands. It was great. 

 

NG: In the actual game action, do the chants end up falling in any specific progression, or are 

they called out based on any sort of specific game action, or what goes into calling out a 

chant at a specific time? 
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JM: So both, we do both, or at least when I did it, I did both. [inaudible] But, when I did it, I 

tended to have in my brain at least the first three chants picked out. And there are some that 

we traditionally just do, like we used to do ‘I Believe’ at the beginning of matches and I think 

that’s back even though we’ve discussed not doing it in the beginning anyway [inaudible]. 

So, ‘I Believe’ became a staple at the beginning of the match. Then after that we do the ‘Here 

We Go’ chant and, when I was doing it, I would have a list of two or three other chants right 

after that just to, like, just get people going, have no break in the first ten minutes, let’s just 

go nonstop, just make it happen regardless of what’s happening on the field. So, that would 

be ‘Sporting, Sporting Kansas City’, ‘Carefree’, and then ‘We Love Ya’, and that was my 

go-to. I think people started noticing after a while, but I didn’t care because it works for what 

we are doing and just getting them and keeping that atmosphere, keeping that energy going, 

because in my mind, how pregame works is that an hour and a half before game starts doors 

open and people are sitting there for an hour and a half. So, slowly, we start getting more 

chants started going in pregame. When the guys come out there is a big moment. We do a 

nice little chant there and then we still let it settle down and we’ll do a few more. We’ll do 

another chant as they’re leaving and that’s when we kind of start our build up to the 

crescendo that is, you know, opening kick into the national anthem. So, more and more 

chants, more and more chants, more drumming, kind of just getting people motivated and 

going, and then we want to just carry that through for the first half of the first half, like try to 

keep that momentum going, keep people engaged and happy with what’s going on because, 

for me in my mind, that’s some of the most crucial parts of the game, like, keeping that 

energy up, especially in the postseason, when the goalie is in front of us we have to be 

relentless, we have to go and go and go and keep them off-kilter. But, if something happens, 
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we have situational chants. We have ‘Shots’. So, anytime there is a place kick. Place kick? 

That’s not the right word. 

 

NG: Free kick? 

 

JM: Free kick, sorry, free kick or a corner kick or a really good throw-in that we know 

[Matt] Besler is about to go do, that’s when we do ‘Shots’. That’s situational and what we do. 

Besler has a really good clearance and we’re able to pass it then we can sing ‘Besler’s Song’ 

based on that ‘Friends’ chant, the Biz Markie song. But, yeah, it’s a little bit of both. It is 

situational and it is, I hate to say playlist, but there is a list that we literally have a list of 

chants, too. What we found out is that when you’re in the middle of the game and you’re like 

‘Alright, we’ve done ‘We Love Ya’ four times, we can’t do that chant again, what else do we 

have, oh, ok we can do this chant, we can do this chant, [inaudible] and it makes it a little 

easier for us to choose, especially if there is a novice person on the center stand. They can get 

really overwhelmed really fast because there are people talking to you, people yelling at you, 

there are people getting really angry at you but you’re too far away, you can’t hear a single 

thing down there, so trying to figure out the best mix of that. Yeah, you want to do both, you 

want to make sure you’re watching the game like, obviously if there is a goal you have to 

figure out who scored the goal, which is harder than you would expect down in the middle 

[inaudible]. People get really angry when you chant the wrong name - happened to me before 

- and, yeah, just trying to keep the mix fresh and try to keep what’s happening on the field 

relevant to what you’re doing in the stands, and that’s a hard balance to do, especially with 

our style of chants where it is like ninety minutes nonstop. There’s other groups [inaudible] 
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that are able to chant and then have a minute of no chanting and just be chill. But, our fans 

are not like that, they want something to fill the void. They get really weird when there are no 

chants going, they start yelling and stuff. 

 

NG: Is there consistent communication between the club and The Cauldron? Is there like a 

dialogue there between the two? 

 

JM: Yes, absolutely. So, what’s been wonderful about this particular club is that they have 

that open communication. Like, I don’t have to go through a Supporters Liaison. There are 

other groups that have to go through a specific person to talk to anyone else. If I want to text 

Jake Reed, I can text Jake Reed, I could give him a call right now and he’d probably take my 

call and we have that mutual respect for, you know, if I’m calling you it is probably because 

of something important or I want to go have a drink, one or the other. That goes for everyone 

in the Sporting organization. If I want to have a conversation and talk to them about security 

concerns, I can talk to the head of security or I can talk to the head of facilities, I can talk to 

either one and figure out what the best course of action is. If I need to talk to the marketing 

guy because he’s trying to, you know, make a profit on something that is our intellectual 

property, then I go straight to him and tell him he needs to stop that before I have to send a 

cease and desist. That sounds kind of ridiculous and mean, but the fact that I have that 

relationship and I’ve said things like that and they’re like ‘Ok, you’re right. We shouldn’t be 

doing this’ and we all still can get together and sit down and talk about how the beginning of 

the next year is going to go and their ideas and my ideas, and have that open communication 

is really, really great. My favorite is that every once in a while I’ll get a text from Jake that 
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says ‘Hey, can we like, lay off the f-bombs for a little bit’ because, people get angry and 

sometimes there is a microphone right in front of people who are just, like, going nuts. So 

I’m just like ‘Hey, guys, I know you’re angry, but can we tone it down just a little bit.’ So, 

yeah, we’re lucky, there are other places in MLS that don’t have that open communication, or 

they have that really combative relationship between the groups and it sucks. It’s not a great 

place to be, and there are other places where there is infighting between the supporter’s 

groups and that’s not really great, too. We have some new clubs that have joined in the last 

couple of years who have had that issue of trying to navigate a lot of big personalities in a 

very big stadium and figure out what’s equitable for everyone. We’re lucky that everyone 

was ok with us just being part of The Cauldron. We still have smaller entities within The 

Cauldron, but we give them a voice and we make sure that their voices are heard, and they 

feel important, and that we take into account their perspective when we go to make 

decisions.  

 

NG: Who are some of those smaller entities you mentioned there? 

 

JM: Oh, [inaudible] I think I can list them all off. Right off the top of my head, Fountain 

City Ultras are kind of our alternative group, like, there’s going to be a group for everyone. 

That’s what is so awesome about The Cauldron - if you like kind of rock scene, kind of 

skinhead, but not Neo-Nazi skinhead, like cool skinhead, then the Fountain City Ultras are 

great. There is also another group called the [King City] Yardbirds. Mass Street Mob, which 

is the Lawrence group. The 417 Loyal out of Springfield, which they are kind of active but 

not active, it just kind of depends. La Barra KC, which is our Hispanic group. The Drainage 
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Pond FC, which is a group - which is basically the drummers - they tailgate, for some reason, 

at the furthest spot you can be from the bus, right next to a drainage pond, which is why they 

are called Drainage Pond FC. Northland Noise, kind of based out of North Kansas City. The 

Ladies of SKC, which is, I’ll be honest with you, probably our biggest group. A lot of ladies 

out there who have found a really cool space for them to have dialogue and find, kind of, a 

community there with soccer. I’m in their Facebook group, I never post, I’m only there to 

make sure things don’t get out of hand or if something comes up that they can’t answer I’d be 

more than happy to jump in and answer, but their game thread is like a hundred, hundred and 

fifty posts long by the end of the game, while The Cauldron one, which has 6,000 people, I 

think, in group - something ridiculous, probably less - has like thirty. I’m just like ‘Yeah, 

thank you. Thank you for being engaged. You guys are awesome. Anything that we can do to 

support your organization, let’s make it happen.’ So, that’s some of them. I’m sure there’s 

others. Cauldron Emeritus are members of The Cauldron that aren’t in The Cauldron seating 

anymore. They’ve kind of moved over to the first two sections over - M1 and M2 - back over 

in the East stand. And, yeah, those guys are great, they’re just like ‘Yeah, we don’t, we’re too 

old to try to run in and grab seats. We just want to have our own seats and not deal with all 

that shenanigans.’ So, all those groups are just great. We’ve been lucky to have groups that 

understand our vision in The Cauldron and want to support what we do. And we also have 

avenues for them to be supported. If they want to do a scarf and they don’t have money to 

order them, then we’ll just pay for them. We’ll get our money back and then we’ll give them 

the profit. Like, we’re not, The Cauldron isn’t strapped for money. Well, we’ll see how this 

next year goes. But, right now, we’re doing just fine. Like, we can do that kind of stuff and 

we love doing that stuff. You guys can go and buy beer for your members. We don’t care 
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what you do with the money. Go do something cool, take them paintballing, go donate the 

money to the Anti-Violence League, go give it to Habitat for Humanity, whatever you want 

to do, use the money and do what you want to do. So, yeah.  

 

NG: Is there a conscious effort to make The Cauldron representative of Kansas City or are 

conscious choices being made to differentiate themselves from other supporter’s groups 

within MLS? 

 

JM: We try not to look at other supporter’s groups and what they’re doing. Just because, for 

us, it’s not productive. Like, if we kept comparing ourselves to Portland or Seattle, for 

instance, we will never, no supporters group in the US will ever be at the level of Portland. 

They’re doing something crazy like $1.2 million gross revenue between tickets, between 

merchandise, between a parking garage they bought - that’s a funny story for another time - 

and, like, being able to compare ourselves to them, it’s hard for us. It would be difficult and 

also discouraging for us to be like ‘Oh yeah, we need to be just like Portland’. No, we’re 

never going to be like because they have, you know, we have a very limited amount of 

volunteers who will step up and do leadership positions that we have, while they have an 

army of people just waiting to step in and do great stuff. Like, that’d be awesome. So, 

comparing us to them financially or even organizationally like that doesn’t do us much good. 

We’ll learn from them. We’ll go talk to them and say ‘Hey, what’s the best way you’ve done 

this or the best way you’ve done this’ and try to pick up some tricks from them but, for us, 

it’s more, I guess, just, you know, we don’t want to differentiate ourselves from Kansas City. 

We love the fact that we’re from Kansas City. We had a tifo last year, our opening day tifo, 
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that said ‘This city is with you’ which had different pictures from different, you know, 

famous places in Kansas City, like, we are very much a Kansas City supporter’s group and 

we want to make sure that people, that that is blatantly obvious. It’s never been in our interest 

not to be a Kansas City supporter’s group like, we’ll always kind of do that. What was your 

question again? Can you say it again? I feel like I’ve ventured off. Sometimes I do that.  

 

NG: I kind of made a pretty broad one there. So, is there a conscious effort then for The 

Cauldron to represent Kansas City? 

 

JM: Oh, yes. Then yes. Absolutely. So, when I go to my conference for supporters Presidents 

- we call it the Independent Supporters Council - like, we go out there and I’m Kansas City-d 

up, it’s ridiculous. The merchandise, it is very much like we are representing Kansas City and 

we feel that, I don’t want to say pressure, but that honor to represent all the great stuff that is 

from Kansas City. You know, a lot of people around the country call us ‘fly-over country’, 

you know, discourage us and disparage us because we’re not Chicago, we’re not LA, we’re 

not New York or any of these places but, Kansas City has its own thing to offer and when we 

host supporter’s groups, we tend to kind of pull out the stops. We tend to show them No 

Other Pub, even though we don’t go there very often but, hey, this is a soccer bar specifically 

marketed to us. Let’s go take you down to the brewery district because this place is awesome 

and people just get more and more surprised by how well, how cool Kansas City is. They just 

don’t expect it and how nice it is and how well, you know, how nice the people are here. We 

have a funny rivalry with Minnesota right now to see who can be the nicest. Obviously it’s us 

because they suck at it. But, no, I feel like we’re always representing the city and that’s 
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something we tell people as we go and travel. We’ll take 1,000 people to Colorado and one 

of the things, one of my little things on the bus, includes ‘Make sure you drink water. If 

you’re going to do pot make sure you drink water and don’t do stupid stuff. And, three, 

you’re representing not only The Cauldron, but also our city.’ Like, let’s make sure that 

people want to keep seeing us come to their stadium because we’re so nice and well-behaved 

- as well-behaved as we can be as soccer supporters - and make sure that people don’t get a 

bad taste in their mouth from Kansas City. So, yeah, I feel a duty - that’s the word - I feel a 

duty to represent our city well. If it’s with MLS, if it’s with National Team games coming in 

to town - I hate doing National Team games, I hate being a capo from National Team games, 

I hate doing drummers for National Team - but I feel a sense of duty to do it and make sure it 

looks good and it sounds good because the last thing I need is some random AO [American 

Outlaws] chapter from San Antonio talking shit on us. Like, you haven’t hosted a US game, 

shut up, you don’t know anything. 

 

NG: One thing that I had noticed in terms of just, like, what seems to be like a really unique 

and special chant is at the beginning of the game when they acknowledge the Children’s 

Mercy seat up in the corner there, and I was wondering if you had any insight into the origin 

of that and how that has kind of progressed? 

 

JM: So, we always, a few of our fundraisers have been geared towards the Victory Project 

and, first off, the fact that Sporting right off the bat, from when we opened the stadium, was 

doing this was incredible. Like, I thought it was the coolest thing and made our stadium 

unique in that sense with honoring some child who is battling some sort of illness. 
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[inaudible] The progression of the chant is sometimes super simple. The fact that we never 

did it before, after we started doing it was just like ‘Why didn’t we ever do this.’ So this guy 

named Brian Reiser [sp?], he suggested it randomly in a Facebook post and we looked at it 

and were just like ‘Yeah. Why not? Let’s do it.’ And then we did it at the first game we did 

it, whenever that was, and I was just like ‘Yeah. It was great, we just got the whole Cauldron 

to do a chant for some little kid and that little kid just had the time of their life. Yeah, done. 

For the rest of our time, that’s it.’ That’s how simple sometimes chants come about. Like, 

someone suggested it and we were like ‘Yeah, that’s a great idea. Let’s do it.’ and then we do 

it and we’re like ‘Why haven’t we been doing this for years’. And, yeah, Brian - wonderful 

suggestion by him. For some reason, we had never thought about it. So, it’s a cool moment. 

It’s one of our, one of my favorite things that we do - and not a lot of people know that 

outside of being in the stadium. It’s never something that gets onto the national broadcast; 

it’s not something that ever gets even on to our local broadcast, for some reason, even though 

we’ve talked to them about it. Like, Fox Sports will come in and be like ‘Hey, what’s 

something that you guys do that we can kind of showcase’ and it’s like ‘this thing’ and 

they’re like ‘Oh, ok’. They’d rather show us the next terrible Seattle Sounders, you know, 

tifo. That’s always bad, so, whatever. Anyways, sorry, I digress.  

 

NG: I probably have like two more questions, if you still have the time to spare? 

 

JM: Yeah, absolutely, and if you want to follow-up with me, Wednesdays at this time work 

perfectly. If you need some more people’s perspectives, I’m sure I can get some more people 
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to give you some comments. I definitely would send you in the direction of Sean Dane or 

Sam Perrion [sp?] for some more history of The Cauldron if you need. 

 

NG: That was actually kind of one of the questions, it was just if you had anybody else to 

point to? 

 

JM: Oh, yeah. I’ll shoot you Sean’s email, I’d have to look for Sam’s email. It’s probably 

just samperrion@sportingkc, but I’ll get you both those emails. I’ll write that down. 

 

NG: Great, thank you so much. And then, the other question is just sort of, has The Cauldron 

ever struggled with negative interactions within the group or has it really maintained this sort 

of positive atmosphere throughout its time? 

 

JM: So, we always try to keep it positive. My mindset it positive chants, positive tifos are 

better and make a more meaningful impact than negative chants and negative tifos, even 

though we do have some negative chants and we have done one negative tifo, which was fine 

- also, probably [inaudible] - anyways, it was a ‘That’s Lit’ tifo we did for Portland because 

they’re trees. So, we’ve had some interactions with some of our SGs [supporter groups] - you 

know how I just told you how great our SGs have been, our little supporter’s groups have 

been great - but, one of our groups has had issues with security and has had issues with other, 

just normal, fans within the section. And this all kind of stems to the Anti-Fascist movement 

that everyone should be, right? Everyone should be Anti-Fascist but, since Charlottesville, 

the Iron Front symbol and being Anti-Fascist and FIFA as an organization got pushed to the 
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forefront of mainstream media and, all of a sudden, all these things that these guys have done 

- bringing in their Antifa flags, bringing in their Iron Front flags, for years since CAB, since 

Arrowhead, there’s always been a symbol of Anti-Fascist within our section. All of a sudden, 

after Charlottesville, it became taboo. Like, immediately, that next game, security was 

coming down, having negative interactions with our people, with our SG, and it was a whole 

two year process, three year process, of trying to explain to the team that this stuff is not what 

you think it is. Like, this is not a hate symbol, this is not a terrorist symbol, this is very much 

a Anti-Fascist and we should all hate Nazis and we should all not want fascism within our 

borders in the United States. And we had to kind of try to talk these guys off a ledge because 

they wanted to just kind of, I wouldn’t say blow things up, but continue to push the envelope, 

continue to push, and continue to push, and just ‘Hey, if you continue to push, you’re going 

to get banned from the stadium’. And that’s what happened. Those guys kept pushing and 

pushing and they got banned from the stadium because one guy came in with his Trump hat, 

he came in with some Trump apparel and he [inaudible] those guys and at the end of the 

game they got into it. It wasn’t necessarily a big fight, but they were definitely trying to 

instigate something with that person, so they were banned. I went to their banning hearing, 

I’m just like ‘Guys’ before that I was like ‘I’ll do whatever I can, but understand I’m pretty 

sure that the team has made up their mind because you have broken the Code of Conduct. 

You know, when you buy a ticket you technically agree to do everything in the terms of your 

contract. By buying the ticket, there’s not much I could do. The video is clear, clear as day. 

There is nothing much I can do.’ So they were gone for a year and, really, that’s the only 

group we ever had issues with and they came back this year after their year ban, and they 

were focused on the game, which was really great. For our one game that we got to have in 
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the stadium and, actually, the tifo that was revealed for that first game was one that they had 

designed and helped paint. Just, there are things like that that come up, and it’s hard to, it’s 

probably the hardest part of my gig, is trying to make them understand that decisions they’ve 

made have impacted not only them, but also the section as a whole. People don’t look at that 

as, you know, your group issue. They think of it as a Cauldron issue and MLS thinks of it as 

a Cauldron issue, not your group specifically, meaning that we’re on the hot seat when it 

comes to bans coming down for our drums, our away travel, all that stuff. Because that’s 

something that MLS can do and they can do those sanctions because of the actions of a small 

group. They’ve also had some issues with some other fans in the stadium but, this year, we 

had them cool, we had a fresh start, it was going to be awesome, and it’s been great because 

we haven’t had any games, we haven’t had any issues. We’ll see how that goes. Yeah, stuff 

like that. Little skirmishes, little misunderstandings here and there. 99% of the issues in the 

stadium come down from lack of communication and, usually, lack of communication from 

the team. The team all of a sudden says this isn’t cool but don’t tell us and, all of a sudden, 

I’m just like ‘Why didn’t you just tell me. It’s just a simple email I can pass along to a 

thousand people really, really easily if you just communicate with me. If you don’t want us to 

do this chant, then just tell me and I’ll do it. But when I get to the gate and all of a sudden we 

can’t bring flags in, it drives people crazy because we just had this conversation two days ago 

about flags and here we are, at the gate, and you’re not letting this flag in’, I’m just like 

‘Come on man’. It’s just frustrating. And it’s just a lack of communication from the head of 

security, the security in the stadium, I forgot who we have now, whatever that group is, and 

just lack of communication. So that’s where most of our issues come up when it comes to 

conflict or stuff like that within the stadium. 
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NG: Alright, well I think that does it for me for now. I’ll kind of reach out if I come up with 

any more questions. I’ll reach out again, also just to get those contact information from the 

people you mentioned and, if there is any .pdf of chant lyrics at this point that I’d be able to 

access, it’d be helpful just for me to dictate for my own notes and things like that.  
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